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Japanese rice mafia's fall too late for GATT
BY PETER

O'CONNOR

THE intricate web of vested interests which supports Japan's total
ban on rice imports is beginning to
pull apart, according to a paper
published by the A N U ' s AustraliaJapan Research Centre (A-JRC).
However, the paper says that
trend is unlikely to result in any
relaxation of protection before the
end of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade's Uruguay Round
of trade talks.
Titled GATT Negotiations and
the Opening of Japan s Rice Market: A Two-Level Game Approach,
the paper is one of the A-JRC's

Pacific Economic Series and is
written by Aurelia George and
David Rapkin.
Japan's ban on rice imports has
been an impediment in the current
round of General Agreement of
Tariffs and Trade talks and a thorn
in Japanese-American relations.
Any relaxation of the ban would
also assist the aims of the Australian-led Cairns Group of agricultural exporters.

section of a nation's international
interests and obligations with its
entrenched domestic interests.

The authors look at Japan's rice
protection through " P u t n a m ' s "
framework: a two level approach
for analysing international negotiations which examines the inter-

According to the authors, "nowhere do the dilemmas of the twolevel game appear to be posed in
starker terms than in the case of
Japan's rice policies."

ANU CO, "sink"
model has major
implications for
global warming
BY D A V I D W A S H I N G T O N

RESEARCHERS at the A N U h a v e pro-

duced a new model to measure
where on the Earth carbon dioxide
is being absorbed by plants: this
could have major policy implications for governments seeking to
tackle the problem of global change.
In a paper published in the latest
edition of the prestigious Nature
journal. Professor
Graham
Farquhar, from the A N U ' s Research School of Biological Sciences, and his collaborators outline
their model, centering on measurements of the non-radioactive isotope '^O in carbon dioxide.
Their model should provide a
highly-refined way to measure the
contribution of plants to carbon
dioxide "sinks" across the globe.
Plants absorb the carbon dioxide released by human activities
(such as deforestation and fossil
fuel burning). Areas of the globe
which absorb CO2 are known as
"sinks".
The amount of carbon dioxide
present in the atmosphere is not sufficient to account for all the CO^
released by human activities since
the Industrial Revolution. It was first
postulated that there were major CO2
sinks, absorbing the excess gas. Initially, it was thought that the oceans
were the only major sinks.
However, Professor Farquhar
and his collaborators suggest that
vegetated areas are also a major
CO2 sink.
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At the international level representatives of states negotiate with
counterparts from other states to
strike a deal. At the domestic level
the state must bargain with bureaucracies, legislators and a variety of private interests to obtain
consent for any deal struck at the
international level.

"The country's total prohibition on rice import is but the external face of a complex web of farm
and land-use policies, which is interwoven with Japan's electoral
systems and party politics, vested
bureaucratic interests, networks of
quasi-governmental agricultural
organisations and, most broadly,
with the fabric of rural life in Japan.
"Yet these interests underlying
rice protection run directly counter to the economic interests of
Japan's urban consumers, its world
class m a n u f a c t u r i n g industries
and its c o s m o p o l i t a n interests

in an open world trading order."
The network's strength has also
deprived Japan of the opportunity
through the Uruguay Round to take
on a leadership role in the world
political economy.
"...The Uruguay Round comprises an important test of Japan's
capacity to exercise leadership in
the world political e c o n o m y ,
though not the only or major test.
Bound by the peculiar form of statesociety relations in agriculture, the
Japanese state lacks sufficient domestic autonomy to exercise its
- Continued on Page 10

Hammering her way to an exhibition

Using their model, it could be
possible to determine which areas
of the Earth are the major sinks: for
example, the tropical rainforests,
northern temperate forests,
grasslands or tropical savannas.
The policy implications are
enormous. If, for example, rainforests were found to be the major
sinks, it would add significant
weight to arguments for protection
of these areas and, potentially, an
end to logging in rainforests in order to preserve a globally significant sink of CO^.
The paper published in Nature
explains that the '^O ratio to '^O in
atmospheric carbon dioxide is
dominated by CO^ exchange with
the vegetated landscape.
The paper examines the consequences of these effects for the
global distribution of oxygen isotopes in CO^.
The paper's authors predict that
the '^O signals are large, and vary
according to latitude. For example,
near 70°N where precipitation and
soil water is most depleted in '^O,
photosynthesis and respiration both
deplete the atmospheric CO o f ' ^O.
This provides an explanation for
the depletion of '^O in atmospheric
CO2 at high northern latitudes.
The group's research focuses
on water in plants.
Globally, much more oxygen is
contained in water and oxygen than
in carbon dioxide. The oxygen at- Continued on Page 6
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THE Mid-year Graduate Show at
the Canberra School of Art is titled
A delicate Hunk of Density.
The title is an apt description of
the work of exhibitor Rachel Bowak.
Her heavy metal bowl forms have a
quality of lightness and buoyancy,
almost as if they float in suspension.
Ms Bowak, from the Gold and
Silversmithing workshop, says her
work is an attempt to convey move-

ment in nature. Using traditional
smithing techniques, she forms
mild steel rods into a range of
vessels. Some have the appearance of sea creatures, others are
kelp-like. All float, uplifted by the
hands of their maker.
Ms Bowak says she will continue to work in Canberra after her
graduation, developing her concept.
There are 11 other students

exhibiting in the graduate show
which runs from 23 June till 3 July.
These include students from the
range of workshops at the School
including Sculpture, Photomedia,
Printmaking and Glass.
Venues for the Show include the
CS A Foyer Gallery, Photospace, Left
Blank Cafe, Royal Canberra Hospital, and ANCA Studios Dickson.

- Peter Cotton

Praise for ANU publication on weapons convention
BY A M A N D A

WALSH

THE Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Senator Gareth Evans, has praised
a publication by an ANU peace
researcher saying it will prove valuable for international negotiators
and diplomats.
Senator Evans was speaking at

Books and Arts

the launch of Mr Trevor Findlay's
Peace Through Chemistry - The
New Chemical Weapons Convention, the latest monograph from
the Peace Research Centre at the
ANU. The publication is thought
to be the first analysis of the international Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC).
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Senator Evans said the publication provided "an important insight
into both the politics and the substance of the (Chemical Weapons)
treaty."
The CWC is the first multilateral
disarmament treaty to prohibit an
entire class of weaponry and pro- Continued on Page 10
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In Brief

assembled to discuss these issues.
Scheduled for 27 August, the conference begins at 8.30am in the
Coombs lecture theatre at the ANU.
The one-day Indonesia Update
conferences have been conducted
since 1983.

Indonesian
Update

THE 1993 Indonesia Update conference has the theme of Labour:
Sharing in the Benefits of Growth.
The morning session will cover
recent economic and political trends
in Indonesia. Later sessions will
examine labour issues in relation to
government policies and recent
patterns of development.
An expert panel of Indonesian
and Australian speakers has been

T h e

Caltex
scholarship
ANU law lecturer, Deborah Cass,
has won the 1992 Caltex National
Scholarship for Women.
Ms Cass plans to use the scholarship in the United States next
year at either Harvard, Yale or
Columbia for research in interna-

A u s t r a l i a n

tional and constitutional law within
a federal system, the fields in which
she intends to specialise.
She is currently teaching International Law of Human Rights and
Feminist Legal Theory and tutoring in Constitutional Law at the
ANU's Law Faculty.
Her specific interest is in the relationship between intemational law
theories and self determination and
the evolution of power sharing arrangements within a federal system.
In the longer term, Ms Cass hopes
to use her research and knowledge
of intemational and constitutional
law to contribute to an understanding of the types of governmental

N a t i o n a l

structures which will facilitate cooperation and growth in the AsiaPacific region in the 21st Century.
Ms Cass graduated from the
University of Melbourne with a
Bachelor of Laws degree with Honours in 1989.
She has also worked as a senior
tutor in Constitutional and Administrative Law at the Law Faculty of
Melboume University and as a Research Fellow at the Centre for Comparative Constitutional Studies.

Chess Festival
THEfirstANU Chess Festival with
prize money worth $5,550 begins
on Thursday 24 June.

U n i v e r s i t y
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Running over four days, the festival includes a $2,000 winner take
all contest between five human
players and five chess computers.
The festival opens with the ACT
School Championship on Thursday
in the Great Hall, University House.
On Friday, the action moves to
Garema Place in Civic, where the
ACT Junior champion, Tristan
Reeves, takes on 20 players simultaneously, and later back to the
ANU for the Man vs Machine
match.
On Saturday and Sunday the 1993
ANU Open will be held at Old Canberra House. Entry to this event is
$40 for adults and $20 for juniors.
Information is available from
Giles Pickford on (06) 249 0794 or
Shaun Press on (06) 266 266 4152.

Next Reporter
Deadline for copy, classified and display advertising, Academic and Arts
diaries for the 23 June edition of ANU
Reporter is Monday 14 June.

Reviews! Reviews!
Staff and students who have recently published books are reminded that ANU Reporter has a
readership of 25,000. Get us a
review copy of your book - let
our readers know what you think.

Who Wrote It?
EDMUNDS, Mary

Elected to Council by Convocation in 1987 and 1990 and
associated with the A N U since
1972 in the Education Research
Unit (RSSS) and as a postgraduate student (MA and PhD) in the
Departnnent of Prehistory and
Anthropology in The Faculties. I
taught at the Canberra College
of Advanced Education in the
School of Education, have been
a Visiting Research Fellovy at the
Australian Institute of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
Studies and a Visiting Fellow at
the University's Humanities
Research Centre. I am currently employed as the Public
Affairs Officer at Community
Aid Abroad. I am married with
three, children.
I am one of the small group
of women on Council and
have worked for the application of the principles of social
justice, access, equality and
participation. T h e issues that
I see as Important to the
A N U concern academic
independence, excellence in
teaching and research, active
collaboration between T h e
Faculties and the Research
Schools, cooperation with
other tertiary institutions,
particularly with those in
Canberra, participation in
community activities and
concerns. I have worked in
the past with other members
of Council and of the University community to address
the matters of gender and
racial equity and, if elected,
will continue to do so.
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FARRELL Francis Leslie

B o r n in Sydney and educated
in Sydney and Canberra. Studied History with Manning Clark
and others at A N U . Books
include International Socialism
and Australian Labour (1981) and

Themes in Australian History

(1990). Special interests;
Australian history and studies in
historiography, cultural issues
and information, comparative
aspects of settler-derived
societies and regions of European outflow.
A s the A N U has recognised in
recent initiatives. Convocation
provides a successful outreach
to the community, both within
and beyond the ACT. Along
with other members of Council,
Convocation members can
assist and provide support for
what will be an increasingly
important process of integrating
learning and wider cultural
development to meet the
oncoming 21 st century.
D e s p i t e the exciting possibilities for science and emerging
new technologies, it may be that
the community seeks even
more from the A N U an expanding awareness and capacity
for knowing and assessing
opportunities and sensible
options in the emerging futures
so soon to be upon us. Firm
and resolute support from
Convocation for the academe
will strengthen initiatives and
obligations to truth and better
understanding that the University may wish to undertake. As
an elected member I will commit myself to assisting in these
matters as appropriate and I
believe that I can make a special
contribution in areas associated
with traditionally disadvantaged
groups and the socially deprived.

A N U Reporter

FEATHERSTON. Ann
LLB (ANU). Solicitor. ACT

Changed funding arrangements
for universities, particularly the
A N U , mean the Council needs
to focus on the national profile
of the University as a place of
excellence in research and in
undergraduate and postgraduate
teaching, ensuring equality of
access to, and throughout, the
University.
T h e University must also
maintain its efforts to attract fee
paying overseas students and in
designing and delivering specialist courses for outside organisations. These activities should
enhance the University's core
activities.
C o u n c i l must take account of
the interests of the University
and wider communities and I
would endeavour to ensure the
proper interests of the members
of Convocation in their University are effectively voiced on
Council.
Since admission to practice, I
have worked in private practice
in Australia and England; for a
federal parliamentarian and with
statutory authorities in Aboriginal affairs. I am now Principal
Solicitor in the Office of Commercial Law, Attorney-General's
Department, Canberra, dealing
with a range of clients, including
the A N U . This role has given
me an insight into the issues
facing the University.
I am involved in the Australian
Federation of Business and
Professional Women and I am a
Friend of the Canberra School
of Music.

KAMMINGA.Johan

M y academic profession is
archaeology. After doing my
PhD in prehistory at Sydney
University I spent a number of
years as a research archaeologist
in Sydney and Melbourne before
affiliating with A N U as a Visiting
Fellow (1986 to 1991). In 1973
my discoveries of ancient sites in
Arnhem Land contributed to the
case for establishing Kakadu
National Park and its W o r l d
Heritage listing. Besides my
research and writing on Australian and Asian archaeology, with
my wife I manage one of Canberra's Thai restaurants.
In recent years in the public
forum I have argued that the
A N U administration has failed
to bring about bona-fide equal
employment opportunity, and
shows little concern for public
accountability. On these issues I
maintain my stand.
T h i s election is important
because Council has been halved
in size and it is essential that
there are different perspectives
evident in the new membership.
There is now greater responsibility for independent Council
members to scrutinise
Chancelry's agenda and offer
real debate.
I believe that the A N U has lost
graduate support in past years. I
want to restore the bridges
between A N U and the many
members of Convocation who
are active scholars and researchers but who are not employed
in universities, be they A N U
graduates with careers in the
public service or private business, or former teaching and
research staff who continue
their intellectual pursuits. If the
University is to be strengthened
and diversified it must accommodate the grovyrth of independent scholarship in the 1990s.
The University can only benefit
if these productive scholars have
a voice on Council.

SOLOMON. David. BA LLB
(HONS) (ANU)

Journalist and Author. Chair,
Electoral and Administrative
Review Commission (Qld),
1992-93. Member of the
Council of the A N U as a Convocation representative since
1968. Resigned and re-elected
in the fight to prevent amalgamation with the CCAE. Chair
of the Council Committee on
Public Affairs. 1993. Former
member of Finance Committee.
Legal Editor, The Australian,
1990-92. Formerly political
journalist with The Australian,
The Canberra Times. Press
Secretary to Prime Minister
Gough Whitlam, 1975.
Keeping the A N U independent
of government will remain a
challenging task for members of
the Council. So will maintaining
the integrity of the A N U . So
will be the task of moving the
Institute and The Faculties
closer together.
A s well as facing these problems, I see my role on the
Council as continuing to probe
the Administration, reminding
the Council that it must perform an independent role and
ensuring that what the University does is la reflection of the
best interests of all the members of the University, including
its Graduates.

Thirteen days after the burial. New
York City and the nation continued
to mourn. Across deep water at the
Narrows, every thirty minutes shore
guns boomed. In grey cold air, flags
were still at the half mast, and the
flowers at Oyster Bay lay unwilted
on the grave. The man who
reinvented the strenuous life was
dead. The one who told youth of
their need for 'rougher, manlier
virtues,' for physical and moral
courage, was dead. The one who
said that a boy 'must not be a coward or a weakling, a bully, a shirk,
or a prig,' was dead.
Theodore Roosevelt, who knew
nothing so low as the man 'who
shirks his duty, as a soldier,' could
not see the troop ships returning
from the Great War.
Of the six thousand who came
home this day, there was one who
would later write: 'I was always
embarrassed by the words sacred,
glorious, sacrifice and the expression in vain.' But Roosevelt had
taught a generation that life was
strife. Where better to see the strife
than on the killing ground? The
young man on the troopship returned to war upon war, writing
about them all until finally, in the
heart of a much later year, he could
go to the war no longer.

We received 41 correct entries for
the Who Wrote it? in the last edition
of ANU Reporter.
The author of the passage was H
W Fowler writing in the preface to
his book A Dictionary of Modern
English Usage.
The entry our barrel person drew
from the brown cardboard box belonged to James Popple from the
Department of Computer Science.
He wins the $60 jackpot voucher for
goods and services from University
House, which includes the excellent
Boffins restaurant. To be in the running to collect, simply identify the
author of the above passage.

ANU researchers cut
helicopter shakes

Site tests for
"revolutionary'
telescope in SA
BY LIZ T Y N A N

THE push by ANU' s Mount Stromlo
and Siding Spring Observatories
for a huge optical telescope to be
built in Australia moves up a gear
this month with the start of a vital
site testing expedition to South
Australia.
On 15 June, Mr Mark Carson
embarks alone on a month-long
program of intensive observations
to test the clarity of the night skies
at Freeling Heights in the northern
Flinders Ranges. This remote site,
some 500km north of Adelaide,
must meet exacting standards to
ensure that the proposed $150 million lO-metre telescope (equal to
the biggest in the world) will be
positioned for optimum benefit.
What he observes from the 960
metre summit will determine
whether the site gets the thumbs
up, or the idea is scrapped in favour
of several other options, including
the building of a smaller instrument at Siding Spring, already home
to the Anglo-Australia Telescope.
The proposal received a significant boost with a report in 1989 by
the Australian Science and Technology Council (ASTEC), The Future of Australian Astronomy, which
advocated continued Govemment
support for new instrument development in Australia, to maintain this
country' s position at the forefront of
this science. Former MSSSO Director, Professor Alex Rodgers, took
up the initiative and committed the
Observatories to preparing the way

for the telescope, and this role has
now passed on to Acting Director
Dr Don Faulkner.
Site testing will cost MSSSO
more than $80,000, though Dr
Faulkner said this figure is considerably less than it could have been
without the support of the owners
of the site, presently part of
Arkaroola Resort. Dr Reg Sprigg
and his son Mr Doug Sprigg are
keen sky watchers and have assisted
MSSSO in many ways to facilitate
site testing.
The Govemment is yet to commit itself to the huge cost of this
project, likely to be shared equally
with a yet-to-be decided partner
country. However, confidence that
Australia will get this internationalstandard instrument is running high
and MSSSO has forged ahead with
a meteorological survey which has
confirmed that Freeling Heights has
more cloudless skies per year even
than Siding Spring. This is one of
the two crucial questions being asked
of the site. The second question,
regarding the turbulence of the atmosphere and its effects on astronomical images, is being addressed
by Mr Carson's expedition.
Project Scientist at MSSSO, Dr
Peter Wood, said: "We need to be
certain this is a good site from the
astronomical point of view. After
this initial month on-site, we will
decide whether it is worth embarking on a more detailed year-long
investigation of the site."

BY LIZ T Y N A N

On 1 June Dr Faulkner wrote to
the Premier of South Australia, Mr
Lynn Arnold, updating him on the
telescope. He said the instrument
would "revolutionise optical astronomy over the next decade or
so. There are at present several
projects in other parts of the world
to build instruments of this type
and it is our conviction that unless
Australia obtains such a facility,
we rapidly will lose our nation's
pre-eminent place in world astronomy."
Mr Carson, a 32-year-old research officer and long-time
bushwalker used to "roughing it",
has been hired specifically for the
expedition, to observe each clear
night using a specially-adapted 10inch Celestron telescope familiar to
many amateur astronomers. This
instrument has a "mask" fitted to it,
which will provide concise data on
the relative motion of two images of
a star, to determine to what extent
the atmosphere causes the starlight
to bend. It is hoped that the two
images will be as closely matched as
possible, as this will indicate that
there is little atmospheric distortion.
THE
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ANU engineering researchers from
the Cooperative Research Centre
for Robust and Adaptive Systems
(CRASys), have come up with an
effective and low-cost way of controlling vibration in helicopters,
under a collaborative research contract with United States company
Moog International.
CRASys Director Dr Bob
Bitmead and colleague Dr Sam
Crisafulli, both from the Research
School of Physical Sciences and
Engineering's Department of Systems Engineering, have just completed a one month contract with
Moog to devise a way to eliminate
the high vibration which shakes
pilots up so much that they can only
fly their aircraft for very short periods.
The contract arose from a longstanding research association between the ANU scientists and Dr
Gonzalo Rey, the Systems Project
Engineer at the Moog Technology
Center in Buffalo, New York State.
Moog is a world leader in designing and manufacturing hydraulic
components, not only for many
types of helicopters, but also for jet
aircraft and for the space shuttle.
The first three weeks of the one
month contract were spent on developing the theoretical base for
what is a very complicated problem. Then they spent a week using
the test rig at Moog' s B uffalo plant,
where they designed and tested the
software and electronics required
to actively prevent vibration.
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"Much of the existing theory
wasn't sufficient for the problem,
so we had to develop more complete technical tools to address it,"
said Dr Bitmead. "We assembled
all the relevant research information and looked at the existing techniques in order not to reinvent the
wheel. We then extended the theoretical base to support the specific
new developments."
The technique involves electronically activating the helicopter's hydraulic "servo-actuator", a
type of hydraulic ram, to move
loose metal plates in the wall of the
helicopter in the opposite direction
to the vibrating superstructure. This
effectively cancels out, or "annihilates", the vibrational movements
caused by the action of the rotor
blade.
Most helicopters already carry
these metal plates, but they are passive and not connected to a control
mechanism which positions them
precisely. Drs Bitmead and
Crisafulli have devised an electronics system which monitors the
frequencies of the vibration inside
the cabin and moves the plates constantly to counter the vibration.
The electronics have to be very
sophisticated to deal with this problem. As Dr Bitmead said, "if you
get it even slightly wrong you don't
annihilate the vibration, you double it".
Flight trials of the vibration control system devised in the project
are scheduled to begin in July.
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What's on
at

University House
Sunday 20 June
Old Canberra House
12.30pm

Saturday 31 July

Solstice Lunch - to celebrate the
Winter Solstice, 3 course meal
with red wine, log fires, tickets
$18.00 from the Master's Office,
2495281/2.
Open Day - University House
will be open to the public to
view function rooms available
for weddings, seminars, meetings
and accommodation rooms will also
be open for inspection.

WINE TASTING
An informal wine-tasting in the Bottleshop every
Wednesday lunchtime.
CELLAR BAR
Cakes and pastries for sale at lunchtime on Fridays.
ACCOMMODATION
Weekend Special $77.00 per room, per night, available Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights, extended to Monday night on
Queen's Birthday Long Weekend.
OLD CANBERRA HOUSE
Happy Hour from 5.00 - 6.30pm on Thursdays, Happy Hour for
members of PARS A 5.30 - 6.30pm on Fridays.

\

For general inquiries telephone 249 5211 or 5281.

J

This entry in THE VIVALDI PHOTO competition is from Mike Key and forms part of an exhibition he is staging
with Karen Williams called The Oaks Estate: a portrait. The exhibition, from 24 June-19 July, is at Gorman
House Gallery. Enter your photos to be in the running for our prize: a meal for six and three bottles of mediumpriced wine from Vivaldi Restaurant, one of Canberra's best restaurants.
ANU Reporter
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Australia still a little part of Europe
is a European country.
Moreover, most people here would
agree that Austrdia should remain
an essentially European country.
Who would suggest replacing
our political institutions with those
of Indonesia or Burma? And I do
not think that many Australians
would choose to live in Japan. Citing John Passmore of the ANU,
David Kemp {The Canberra Times
21 June 1992), calls it "one of the
most pervasive cliches of politics
today" that Australia is a part of
Asia, and refers to the call for a new
"Asian" identity as facile.
Geoffrey Blainey calls it a "pipe
dream" (The Weekend Australian
13 February 1993). Australia is in a
most favourable position as a European country, geographically
uniquely placed to develop economic and cultural relations with
South and East Asia. But, as
Passmore pointed out, Australia
will earn only derision in Asia by
pretending to be a copy of Indonesia, India or Japan.
European Studies are a crucial
field because Australians should
develop a more discerning attitude
to the culture that has formed them.
As John Dawkins writes in The
Languages of Australia Policy Information Paper: "We aspire to an
Australia in which its citizens will
be literate and articulate, a nation
of active, intelligent readers, writers, listeners and speakers.
"Such a nation will be welleducated and clever, cultured and
humane, and rich and purposeful,
because of the knowledge, skills
and values of its people".
If Australians are to be critical
and self-aware, they must study their
own cultural and political heritage,
and these are European - European,
and not only British. We are, for
instance, only dimly aware of the
debt we owe to such "European"
events as the French Revolution.
AUSTRALIA

One of the first tasks of education is to make children aware of
themselves and the world around
them. English is a European language and our children must learn
to live in a world of European institutions. It follows that one of the
tasks of their education is to raise
their awareness of European values.
A large part of "Australian studies" is European studies: "It is entirely possible to acquire a profound understanding of Australian
history, culture, society and politics without understanding a word
of Indonesian or Japanese.
It is not possible to do this without a fair knowledge of British history and at least a smattering of the
history and cultures of France and
Germany and perhaps Italy. Australian law and legal structures are
incomprehensible without some understanding, not merely of the English common law tradition, but also
of the general evolution of western
European legal systems since the
Emperor Justinian". (Harry Gelber
in The Weekend Australian 23 January 1993).
European Studies will, incidentally, also help us to understand
some aspects of Asia. Asian nationalism, in particular, is an essentially European phenomenon. It is
no coincidence that many of the
Asian nationalists were educated
at European universities.
While the cultural arguments for
European studies are convincing,
the economic and political ones are
irresistible.
As Alastair Davidson, the newly
appointed Professor of European
Studies at Monash University, has
pointed out, Australia risks falling
behind the rest of the world if it
fails to recognise the significance
of decisions emanating from contemporary Europe {The Australian
27 January 1993). Europe will al-
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LIMITED TO THE FIRST $2,000,000
RECEIVED
TERM DEPOSITS
OF 5,000 OR MORE
12 Months

6.75%pa

24 Months

6.75%pa

36 Months

7.25%pa

Comment
BY PETL:R IM HILL^^
ways be a major factor in world
politics.
Three European countries, Russia, the United Kingdom and
France, are permanent members of
the United Nations Security Council, and while Japan may soon join
them there, so will Germany, another European country. European
domination of the Security Council will be unshakeable, especially
since the United States, like Australia, is an essentially European
country.
Many parts of Africa and Asia
have retained powerful elements
of European civilisation from their
former colonial masters, and Spain
continues to wield enormous influence all over Latin America, as
does Portugal, specifically in Brazil.
Europe is the largest trading bloc
in the world and the greatest source
of foreign investment in Australia
- the European Community aggregates some 14 per cent of total
Australian exports and is thus our
most important single market after
Japan and our most important supplier of imports.
The market economies of Europe represent a much easier place
to do business than most Asian
markets, and the sheer affluence
and cultural population, not just a
thin layer on top, with tastes more
closely matching ours - all these
factors should make Europe the
central concern of our export initiatives. Moreover, the technolo-

What is the reason for this appalling ignorance of one of the most
significant areas of the world? It is
partly the traditional lack of interest by Australians in learning.
* Dr Hill is a visiting Fellow in
Modern European Languages, The
Faculties.

ROBERT HILL MEMORIAL PRiZE

Keep it up

For outstanding and innovative research in the Earth Sciences

Reporter\

$ 5 0 0

I'VE just opened up the latest Reporter.
It looks as though you may be
staying at the same level of excellence you reached with the previous issue.
Nice going.
Lincoln H Day
Demography Program,
Research School of Social
Sciences.

"Rates on amounts over $50,000
by negotiation
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guages, with a clear focus on Europe (including Eastern Europe)
since 1945, specifically examining
history, economic history, intellectual currents and culture, including
the post-war cinema.
Australian politicians appear to
be unaware of the really successful
societies in the contemporary
world; those of continental Europe
(cf. Adrian Wooldridge: "How the
truly clever countries do it" in The
Australian, 2 August 1992, p 18,
rating the countries of Europe in
relation to their education and training policies as follows: Denmark 1, Germany - 2, France - 3, and
Britain a distant also-ran; "Denmark. How it works" the Economist 6 October 1992, p 55-56).
During the recent Federal election campaign, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) was discussed entirely in terms of New Zealand.
Apparently our politicians were
unaware that the GST was invented
in Scandinavia and that countries
such as Germany have had one for
25 years.
These countries have since gone
from strength to strength. Germany's incredible economic successes
are, in fact, no great mystery to
anyone who studies that country.
The German taxation system is based
on the principle that it has to serve
economic development, whereas the
Australian taxation system is simply a means of short-term fund-raising for the govemment. But few
Australians have any intimate
knowledge of Germany or any other
European country.
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gies that we use come mainly from
the EC and the USA, not from
Indonesia or Thailand.
There is no reason why our tourist facilities should be geared entirely to the English-speaking and
the Japanese market. The Germans
travel more than most other nations, they have longer annual holidays than most other countries, they
are wealthier than most other nations and they are keen to explore
the farthest-flung parts of the globe.
Catering to German tourists is
also much easier than catering to
the Japanese - again, because of
our common European culture and
tastes.
The "Legal Report" {Widening
our Horizons 1991, vol I,pp. 169170: Recommendations No 4 and
5) recommends that the political
economy of Western Europe be
designated a priority area in the
next round of nominations for Key
Centres of Teaching and Research
and for Special Research Centres.
Such Centres must have a strong
language base to support the economic components.
Without a sound basis in language there can be no serious study
of Europe. Many Australian universities have now introduced
courses in European studies and
most have recognised that serious
language study must be part of
them.
The ANU offers a B A in European Studies with the courses Introduction to Contemporary Europe (first-year unit) and The Shaping ofContemporary Europe (compulsory second-year unit) with a
compulsory major in a European
language other than English.
European Studies at the ANU
brings together European specialists from a variety of disciplines,
such as History, Politics, Philosophy and Modem European Lan-

SHOP
Mon-Thurs: 9-5:30
Fri: 9 - 9 & Sat: 9-3:30
16 Garema Place,
Civic,
Ph: 249 8011

PLUS INSCRIBED P L A Q U E OR M E D A L
This prize is offered in recognition of Dr Robert Hill's
commitment to wide-ranging interdisciplinary research in the
earth sciences, his dedicationto the encouragement of
students and his conviction that effective communication
between specialists, non-specialists and the public at large
is paramount. Nominations are invited of those who have
excelled in some or all of these respects.
ELIGIBILITY:

Any student enrolled at ANU in a postgraduate research degree course in earth
sciences in the broadest sense.

CLOSE DATE:

1 July 1993

ENQUIRIES:

School Secretary
Research School of Earth Sciences
Tel: (06) 249 2865
Fax: (06) 249 0738

Nominations, with accompanying written work by the
nominee, should be submitted to the School Secretary,
RSES. Nominators should be well qualified to assess the
nominee's work (eg supervisor, advisor or a recognised
expert in the field).
T H E PRIZE WILL BE PRESENTED AT A PUBLIC LECTURE BY
THE AWARDEE ON THE SUBJECT OF THEIR WORK.

Mack the answer to a journalist's prayer
BY PETER C O T T O N

WHEN the media agenda turns to
international relations and security
issues, Andrew Mack is the answer
to a journalist's prayer.
The Professor of International
Relations at the ANU is what journalists call good talent. He knows
his subject, as a former BBC journalist he knows what the media want,
and in an interview or when providing background, he addresses the
essentials. It's abonus that he sounds
good. An interview with Andrew
Mack leaves the journalist with only
one problem: where to cut.
Andrew Mack was lecturing in
Sociology at London School of Economics and socialising with a group
of BBC joumalists when he opted
for a career change. He got a job as
a joumalist with the BBC World
Service.
"Journalism taught me how to
read, research and write stories
quickly and relatively simply, but
without being simplistic," Professor Mack says. "This is something
that many academics don't find
that easy."
He left the BBC after three years
for academia, disenchanted with
the journalistic work style of never
having time to properly research a
story. He has since worked at universities around the world including the University of California, at
Berkeley, and Irvine and the EastWest Center in Hawaii.
Mack remains a keen observer
of the media and his journalistic
experience adds credibility to his
assessment of it. He points to criticism from a range of area specialists who accuse joumalists of simply not understanding the issues
they cover.
"I think some of these critics
don't understand the constraints
under which the joumalists operate," says Professor Mack, a regular contributor to two major international publications: The International Herald-Tribune and The Far
Eastern Economic Review.

"If I write 800 or 1200 words for
one of these publications, I know it
will have a bigger impact and reach
more people - including academic
colleagues - than if I write a 40005000 word article for an academic
journal," he says. "It's a real challenge getting two or three points
across in something that length."
While generally defending journalism, Andrew Mack is critical of
economic reporting in Australia.
He says that almost every economic
joumalist in Australia has accepted
the conventional economic rationalist approach of Treasury.
"That is unhealthy. There are
different views on economic management in academia, there are different views in business but those
views generally aren't seen in the
media commentaries."
Defence and security reporting
suffers from a similar problem.
Most of this reporting is underpinned by the belief that the best
way to enhance security is to emphasise deterrence - if you want
peace, prepare for war.
In 1985-86, the Peace Research
Centre at the ANU was the first
regional institute to promote Confidence Building Measures, measures aimed at giving potential combatant nations in a region informaUon about each other's arms and
intentions and thus removing the

suspicion which is a major cause of
arms build-ups.
"The concept of Confidence
Building Measures is beginning to
seep into the mainstream security
discourse in the region," Professor
Mack says. "As political leaders
take them up, then the media will
be forced to examine them."
The media mainly concentrates
on what the leaders are saying and
day to day events. Professor Mack
says it neglects the "sub-state" level
of the debate, the longer term and

Profile
HV PKTKR C O T T O N
kids who don't do that well at
school." At 15 he joined the RAF,
completed an engineering apprenticeship, then went on to learn to fly
jets. As a 16-year-old air cadet in
1956, he deeply regretted being
unable to join British forces in the
Suez conflict. That conflict is gen-

ia's security interests in the region.
One involves a massive transfer of
resources from the Department of
Defence to the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the two departments responsible for protecting Australia's security interests.
"The Defence Department
budget is about 20 times the budget
of Foreign Affairs," he says. "If
you consider the increasing importance of geo-economics over geostrategy in the post-Cold War world,
its clear that we should put much

'Some of the officers at staff colleges where I lecture are members of
Greenpeace and hold quite radical opinions on a range of issues . . .
Quite a few have great doubts about the utility of Australia s alliance with
the Americans - the cornerstone of our security policy.''
the intellectual end of things - including the latest thinking coming
out of places like the ANU.
Meanwhile, most states in the
region are increasing their defence
expenditure at an extraordinary rate
in part because of their belief that
peace is promoted by military
strength.
"Such an arms build-up, the
policy of peace through strength,
can lead to conflict spirals, security
dilemmas, arms races and sometimes, inadvertent war," Andrew
Mack says.
Andrew Mack is one of five
directors on the goveming board of
Greenpeace Australia. He sees no
problem with his participation in
both the academic discourse on international security issues and his
support for this most activist of
environmental groups.
"Greenpeace values different
opinions and I think it does an
enormously important job forcing
the public to take note of issues,"
Professor Mack says.
He says that while he doesn't
always agree with the Greenpeace
analysis, he appreciates the organisation's willingness to draw on a
range of opinions.
Given his antecedents, Andrew
Mack is a somewhat unlikely
Greenpeace supporter. His home
life was happy and privileged in the
middle class English dormitory
town of Redhill in Surrey. He was
not so happy at school: "I think I
failed almost everything. I was just
about at the bottom of the bottom
class which may give some hope to

erally regarded as a disaster for the
British, both militarily and morally, and his desire to be there is an
indication of just how politically
illiterate was the young Mack. He
says members of the military these
days are not so wet behind the ears.
"Some of the officers at staff
colleges where I lecture each year
are members of Greenpeace and
hold quite radical opinions on a
range of issues," he says. "Quite a
few have great doubts about the
utility of Australia's alliance with
the Americans - the comerstone of
our security policy."
Mack left the air force at 21 and
went to Antarctica: "It was the most
extraordinary experience. It taught
me patience and gave me life long
friends," he says. "You leam if you
live with a small group of people,
isolated and for a very long time,
that many of the qualities that are
valued in our materialist society,
simply don't matter.
"You really get to know people's
core character down there in a quite
extraordinary way and many of the
people you admire most are the people, who out of that situation, appear
to be the least prepossessing."
It was in Antarctica that Andrew
Mack began reading pop sociology
books, like William H White's The
Organisation Man and Vance
Packard's The Hidden

Persuaders.

This helped him setde on his next
career move: he gained entry qualifications for university in England
and was admitted to Essex University.
Andrew Mack has some general
prescriptions for enhancing Austral-

more money into non-military ways
of enhancing our security, through
Foreign Affairs.
"If you cut the military budget
by five per cent and transferred it to
Foreign Affairs, you would double
the Foreign Affairs budget."
He says the hardware approach
to security is mnning out of steam
and we have to think in broader,
more political terms. That means
common security measures, confidence building, defensive restructuring. Mack says security specialists are beginning to talk about these
things, but they're not yet changing
their fundamental thinking.
One of the real challenges for
those developing security policy is
nuclear proliferation. Mack says
that halting proliferation will require a focus on the demand side of
the equation rather than trying to

stifle the supply of these weapons.
"We have to address the security concems which make countries want to have nuclear or chemical weapons," Professor Mack says.
He says nuclear proliferation is
more than possible in our region:
"If North Korea gets the bomb, it
will push South Korea in that direction. That in turn will change the
political debate in Japan. If China
continues with its enormous rates
of economic growth and continues
to spend the same percentage of its
GNP on defence, it is going to
become a military super power.
The small countries of South-East
Asia are simply not going to be able
to match Chinese military strength
with conventional weapons, so they
may push, 10 or 15 years down the
track, for their own nuclear weapons. And if South-East Asian countries go nuclear, it will change the
nature of the security debate in
Australia."
As for the future. Professor Mack
says that the risk of war between
major powers is now much reduced
as a result of the end of the Cold
War.
"If a nation wants wealth, the
smart way to do it today is to have
an efficient economy, not to invade
another country," he says. And the
costs of war, even with conventional weapons, are incomparably
greater now than they were 50 or a
100 years ago, while the benefits
are perhaps much less.
There is also the fact that modem complex societies can only be
effectively govemed with the cooperation of the people. Professor
Mack says this is part of the reason
for the domestication of class warfare in westem industrial societies
over the past 100 years and the shift
from a highly brutal and repressive
Soviet Union to the situation where
the Soviet Union is no more.
There are, of course, always the
ructions on the periphery and Professor Mack predicts a much higher
level of political violence in the
short term in what we used to call
the Third World, both within states
and between states.
As well as his many articles for
scholarly joumals such as World
Politics, Foreign Policy and The
Journal of Conflict Resolution, Pro-

fessor Mack has written or edited
seven books and published articles
in New Scientist, The Financial
Times, The Christian Science Monitor and Yomiuri Shimbun.

He has edited two books soon to
be published by Allen and Unwin:
Maritime Security in the Asia-Pacific in the 1990s and Asian
Flashpoint: Security and the Korean Peninsular.
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CO2 sink model and
global warming
- Continued from Page 1

oms in carbon dioxide are not exchanged, however, with water vapour or 02gas. Exchange of oxygen
atoms takes place only when carbon
dioxide is hydrolysed as carbonic
acid.
The hydrolysis reaction is so slow
that a carbon dioxide molecule must
remain dissolved in water for at least
20 seconds to have a significant
probability of exchanging oxygen
atoms with water.
In general, the '^O/'^O ratio in
atmospheric carbon dioxide should
follow the ratio of the liquid water
reservoirs with which the atmosphere makes most frequent and prolonged contact. The ratios of different water reservoirs (oceans,
cloud water, rain water and soil
water) vary considerably.
Atmospheric measurements had
shown that the exchange time for
oxygen atoms in CO^ was as short as
two years. This is much shorter than
the 10 year exchange time with the
largest pool of water that CO^ comes
into contact with; the oceans. What
Professor Farquhar and his group
have shown is that oxygen atoms are
exchanged on a massive scale with
water in the leaves of plants, helped
along by the world's fastest enzyme,
carbonic anhydiase.
The paper's authors are Professor Farquhar, Jon Lloyd, Chin
Wong and Kerry Hubick, all from
RSBS; Dr John Taylor, from the
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies at the ANU; Lawrence Flanagan, from Carleton
University, Ottawa; James
Syvertson, from the University of
Florida and James Ehleringer from
the University of Utah.
The work of this international
group is unique in that it links research at a range of scales from the
physiology of the leaf to the global
scale, where we can compare model
predictions with atmospheric measurements obtained from global
monitoring networks.
"Fifty-five per cent of CO^ released by fossil fuel burning goes
into the atmosphere," Professor
Farquhar said. "It's uncertain where
the rest of that goes."
"We are hoping that, in the long
run, by looking at '^O in the atmosphere, we can work out where the
mismatch is!"
The Director of RSBS, Professor Barry Osmond, said: "This is
the first time there has been direct
evidence that the atmospheric signal over land is dominated by the
exchange processes with plants."
He said the work showed that

the exchange of oxygen and carbon
dioxide over land was determining
the total global '^O signal.
Professor Farquhar said that,
provided they could characterise
exactly how plants affect CO^ his
group could use its model to interpret where carbon dioxide sinks
were occurring in the terrestrial
biosphere.
"It's a signal that may be rich
enough to work out where the biosphere is most active," he said.
"Some people think the terrestrial sinks are largely in the tundra
of northern Siberia and Alaska,
while others believe they are more
likely to be tropical rainforests. We
should now be able to determine
where they are."
Professor Farquhar and his collaborators recognise the political
ramifications of their work. For
instance. Professor Farquhar points
out that "if someone could show
that a sink was in their domain,
they could get lots of money to
study it".
Dr Taylor said: "The global carbon cycle represents one of the fundamental processes on the planet.
We have a good idea in a broad
sense about how it works. However,
humans have modified the carbon
cycle since the Industrial Revolution by releasing huge amounts of
carbon into the atmosphere.
"Our work with '^O will help us
to understand how the global carbon cycle has changed since the
Industrial Revolution and how it's
likely to be further modified by
global climate change.
"One of the major problems with
our understanding is that when you
look at the atmospheric record, it
says a certain amount of carbon
dioxide is being released. But when
we look at the atmosphere, we see
there's an amount which must be
taken up elsewhere: that has been
presumed to be the oceans.
"We now think the biosphere
(the vegetated land) could be a major component of the sink. We have
been thinking that CO2 is also being
taken up by the tropical rainforests
as a result of the CO^ "fertilisation
effect". The '^O record should provide us with a high precision tool for
looking at individud biospheres scattered across the world."
Dr Taylor has recently been appointed to the UN/WMB Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change Working Group who's task
is to develop projections of future
global atmospheric CO^concentrations and investigate options for
stabilising CO^ concentrations.

POPULATION
"No matter what your cause, it's a lost cause
if we don't control hunnan nunnbers"
(Paul Ehrlich)
We are the only Australian environmental group
concentrating on this issue. Reducing
individual impact is not enough - help
us press for reduced numbers, here
and globally.
For a newsletter, our objectives, or a
membership form - Austraiions for an Ecologically
Sustainable Population, PO Box 1875 Canberra
ACT 2601. Phone (06) 2531860 Fax (06) 2512747.
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What on EartK aie we doing? Other mammals
pay
for
growth
in
Centrifuge
human Population
BY T E R E N C E H H U L L *

Environmental degradation linked to military conflict: Mack
BY PETER C O T T O N

A leading Australian international
relations analyst says increasing
global environmental degradation
could in the future be a prime cause
of military tension, and possibly
conflict, as world powers attempt
to stem damage to the planet and
cope with huge cross-border population movements.
Professor Andrew Mack in International Relations at the ANU's
Research School of the Pacific
Studies {See PROFILE Page 5) says
global warming, pollution, resource
depletion and water scarcity would
force many governments to tackle
environmental degradation head on.
'The most worrying environmental question in the long term is

global warming," Professor Mack
said.
"With the rising sea levels that
worst case predictions see resulting from global warming, countries like Bangladesh could become
unviable and where do the tens of
millions of displaced Bangladeshi
go?"
"An outpouring of millions of
environmental refugees will inevitably create extraordinary regional
tension."
He said international relations
analysts were beginning to see the
link between green issues and world
security.
"It is becoming almost conventional wisdom that some of the
most important future causes of
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conflict, will likely be related to the environ- ^ in the international community: they can refuse to
ment," Professor Mack said. "Combinations of preserve biodiversity. They can bum down rainvery high levels of economic growth plus high forests. China can totally ignore the perceived
levels of population growth, as are occurring in need to control emissions of greenhouse gases.
South-East Asia, are bound to cause enormous '
"Many of these countries may also have nusocial and political change, as well as place "J clear weapons as well as environmental levers to
enormous stress on the environment.
use on the international community," Professor
"That environmental stress could have con- Mack said.
sequences which are acutely destabilising. Most
"As they will see it, without such a lever it is
countries of the Third World see their interests unlikely that the rich countries will do much to
being ignored by the wealthy states on a range of help them."
issues," he said.
Professor Mack said that people were only
"That belief is important because in 20 or 30 just beginning to realise how crucial biodiversity
years, many of these states may have unique and the control of greenhouse gases were to the
levers which they can use against powerful states long term health of the planet.

India and China were critical
countries in this equation. Both
were growing at an extraordinary
rate. Indonesia was also growing
rapidly and these countries could
use their growth and the concerns
arising from the resulting environmental problems as levers at international forums in the future.
"Water resources will also be a
critical factor in this analysis," Professor Mack said. "Water is the one
element that is both indispensable
and insubstitutable and there are
tremendous pressures on water resources in many parts of the world."

A green XNU? It's up to you
BY AMANDA WALSH
THE ANU is famed for its green, leafy campus in
the "bush capital". But how green is the ANU as!
a business structure?
This question will eventually be answered b)
the University's Environmental Audit Committee (EAC). It was formed in May 1992 in response to a proposal from the Students' Association, which has been dominated by the Green'
Alliance party for the past two years.
The EAC is charged with examining the envi-!
ronmental policies and practices of the University in issues ranging from energy conservation
to alternative transport modes.
1
The Committee has just released the results of
its first review - on recycling - and the results
show that its main challenge is to encourage the
University community to use the facilities that
are already in place.

Given the abundance of paper in a university,
the EAC decided that paper recycling and conservation was the obvious target of its first report.
Last year, survey forms on the recycling of paper
and other materials were distributed to all departments, research schools and halls of residence at
the ANU, and earlier this year the committee
began its analysis.
Survey forms were returned by 23 areas of the
University, which represented a response rate of
85 per cent. The overwhelming majority of respondents reported that they use recycled paper
in photocopiers and computers, and encourage
the use of both sides of paper for photocopying
and correspondence. Only half of them display
signs encouraging paper conservation, and only
five have a distinct budget for paper, which
otherwise may be part of an overall stationery
budget.

the ANU is voluntary, decentralised involvement, and it recommends that this approach continue,
with recycling policy remaining
the formal responsibility of the
Business Managers and Executive
and Administrative Officers on
campus.
While this means that the University cannot force recycling strategies on the entire campus, the
report finds that it can, and should,
provide information and encouragement to areas that don't yet
have a recycling policy in place.
Paper is collected at the University by four different contractors,
and as a result of the EAC review,
information on the range of recy-

The report shows that the key to recycling at

- Continued on Page 10

MOST people are familiar with the
classic graph charting the increase
of human numbers from a few million in roving bands 100,000 years
ago, through thousands of years of
extremely slow growth, to just over
100 million people in the four centuries before Jesus was bom.
For much of the pre-christian
era human numbers were in rough
balance with a wide range of large
mammals who roamed the earth
and the seas, preying and being
preyed upon, in a globe which was
at once wild and various.
Over the next millenium human
numbers rose and spread, reaching
just over 250 million in the year
1000. Population growth at that
time was determined by the spread
of agricultural technologies and
practices which not only facilitated
the growth of numbers but also the
qualitative change in forms of social organisation - what we today
refer to as "civilisation". Human
development in this period was not
unchecked. Plague and pestilence,
famine and warfare periodically
wiped out regions and occasionally led to major declines in total
global numbers, but by the start of
the Age of Discovery and European expansion in the 1500s, world
population had reached 450 million, and soon exceeded a half billion.
From this point on, the march of
human numbers became inexorable. The billion mark was surpassed
in early 1825 and a mere one century later in 1925, the year of my
mother's birth, world population
reached two billion. One of my
three brothers, all bom in the early
1950s, could well have been the
addition to population who broke
the third billion mark, but my son,
bom in 1978, was a few years too
late to have been the fourth billion.
The pace of growth was quickening to the point where additional
billions were added much faster
than that standard measure of human consciousness of change, the
generation.
The rate of population growth
of the world actually slowed somewhat in the latter half of the 1980s,
but given the huge population base
which had been established, in absolute numbers we will be adding
more people every day in the 1990s
than ever before. A quarter of a
million people are added to world
population daily - between 90 and
100 million people a year. To put
this in context, it is the equivalent
of adding nearly another nation the
size of Japan or Bangladesh each
year, or more than another Indonesia every two years.
By way of comparison, in the
1950s, when people were just beginning to talk about the so-called
"population explosion", the annual
addition to global population was
50 million. Never before in history
has the environment had to cope
with an increase in human population numbers of this magnitude.
People are sometimes confused
by discussions centering on the rate

of population growth. When you
have a passbook account at four per
cent it seems to take forever to save
for that car or house, so if a country' s
population is growing at two per
cent how could it be a problem? One
way to understand the problem is to
convert the rate of growth into a
calculation of the length of time
needed to double current numbers.
The useful rule of thumb to find
the doubling time of an
exponentially compounding population (or bank account) is to divide
the annual percentage rate of growth
into 70 (or more precisely 69.4).
This means that the population
growing at two per cent will double
every 35 or so years.
It also means the four per cent
bank account will double in 17 and
a half years, if you don't make
further deposits, and the bankers
don't charge you any fees.
With African population growth
rates estimated to be around 2.9 per
cent, the human population on that
continent will double in a quarter of
a century, while growth of 2.1 per
cent in Asia and South America
mean a doubling in a third of a
century. Europe's population is
growing at 0.3 per cent, so it would
take 233 years to double the current
half billion people living there without migration.
But it is a trap to slip into the
notion that such doubling is either
good or inevitable. Doubling of
population every generation would
provide incredible challenges to
those responsible to plan and invest in health services, schools, and
eventually jobs. Yet rates in excess
of three per cent (with doubling
every 23 years) are found in many
parts of the developing world,
where govemments already face
difficulties educating, feeding and
employing current numbers. In our
own region such rates are found in
the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu.
Though recent decades have
seen increasing global investments
in education, these are often diluted by population growth, and
limited by governments placing
priority on military hardware rather
than human welfare. Despite increased rates of enrolments, the
absolute numbers of children not in
school continue to rise. It is estimated they will reach 315 million
by the tum of the century. It's like
running up the down escalator; you
have to run very fast to maintain an
upward motion.
But if the population growth
rates came down and govemment
commitments to education, health
and welfare became manifest, what
kind of world would the still growing numbers of children face? Certainly, it would be a rich and varied
human environment, with an additional four, five, or even six billion
people being added to the current
five and a half billion. The school
books of the year 2020 will show
maps of huge urban agglomerations
in Asia, Africa and South America,
and ever more densely settled plains
in India, Europe, China, Egypt and
West Africa. Hopefully those same

books will tell the story of victory
over air and water pollution, and
remind the students of the vital
need to conserve resources by recycling their plastic toys and avoiding waste of paper and electricity.
The one thing which will grab
their attention as they study primary school geography and biology v/ill be the pictures of the large
mammals which formerly roamed
in fields and jungles where suburban apartment blocks house the
school children and their families.
Photographs of the large apes may
tell them that the gorillas who had
dominated the central African
mountains v^hen Homo sapiens fiTsX
developed as hunters and gatherers, had dwindled in number to
70,000 by the middle of the 20th
century, at which point they were
hunted by poachers supplying 'trophies'.
Chimpanzees, once as numerous as humans, numbered just over
a million, but their habitats were
being encroached upon, and hapless chimps found themselves employed for human entertainment,
orscientific experimentation. Turning the pages, the wide-eyed six
year old in 2020 will see the pictures of elephants, rhinos, tigers,
lions, zebras, and whales - some of
which will be effectively extinct by
the time the wonder of the animals
dawns on this young generation.
Even some of the animals whose
numbers had not collapsed, like the
kangaroos, will be described as
"pests" for encroaching on human
efforts to grow food for the growing human population.
Ironically, in 2020, as today, it
is unlikely that the curious student
will be shown graphs of human
population growth on the same page
as graphs of populations of other
large mammals. Humans are a thing
apart - not to be compared with, or
balanced against, other species in
the competition for control of territory. Also, it is very difficult to
know how many mammals inhabit
the world today, and almost impossible to estimate numbers 100,500
or 1000 years ago. Those mammals
were totally unselfconscious inhabitants of the globe and left few
records. Nonetheless, naturalists
with some effort, investment and
imagination are able to make educated guesses at what the graphs
would look like for other species.
Where in 2020 the graph of human population growth will still
show that long sweep of stability,
followed by the vertical jump to
dominance, and a slight tuming to
renewed stability, the graph for almost every other mammal population will show either a steady
growth (for human food like cows
and sheep), a steady drift (for small
mammals who can maintain a niche
in the human world, like rats and
rabbits), or a sharp decline and possible disappearance (for all the large
wild species).
- Continued on Page J1

* Dr Hull is a Fellow in the Demography Program at the Research
School of Social Sciences
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ANUTECH
The Feral
Secretary
After work they went to a local pub
just around the comer from the
office, Mary, Katie and Sharon; the
girls, the Friday night ritual.
They drank gin-and-tonic, and
Bacardi and Coke, soft hard drinks.
They drank until 8.30, and then
Mary left to go home. She walked
across Hyde Park towards St James'
Station. It was a warm evening; she
was light-headed and happy,
dressed for the office with a cardigan over her shoulders for the
evening. Between her happiness
and the station she was grabbed
from behind by a man who smelt of
perspiration and epoxy body-filler,
who pressed her mouth and lips
with his hand and dragged her off
the path into a space between two
garden-beds, dark and vegetablerich.
In the dark, he tore her dress
from the waist down, grabbing
hands full of material. She tried to
scream, but he held her mouth
closed with too much force. When
she tried to free herself to scream
he punched her in the side of the
head, hard, so that her teeth were
loosened and her gums split; sparks
of light filled the closed-eyes-darkness of her disbelief. In that dark, in
the space between the rich-smelling earthen beds - fresh fertilised,
composted - he raped her on the
grass.
In the hospital she dreamed herself a fox. She saw the red fur on her
paws in monochrome, paws raising dust as she crossed the farmyard in moonlight, past the sleeping farmyard dogs, no match. She
was not female in this dream, but a
fox, conscious of the testes between
her legs as she ran. Like a silent
movie, the slow lope across the
dusty yard parallel-cut with the
image of chickens in their run,
fluffed up in their broody-boxes.
She stirred with instincts to feed
her young, and to ease the vixenpressure in her balls. It was a vivid,
lyric dream, that left her in the
morning with the exultation of a
night on the ridge lines, with a taste
of warm blood and feathers in her
mouth.
But it was her blood when she
woke, blood from her lacerated

ri

Monday 14 June
Carillon Recital - Suzanne
Magassy. 2.45 - 3.30pm. Aspen
Island. CSM.
CS A Gallery. Who Do You Take
Me For? Photo and video based
work by British and Australian
artists which explores the
marginalisation caused by cultural displacement, gender, class
and sexuality. Curated by Clare
Williamson for the Institute of
Modem Art, Queensland. Until 3
July. CSA.
Wednesday 16 June
Carillon Recital - Joan Chia.
12.45 - 1.30pm. Aspen Island.
CSM.
CREDO is a bold and innovative
theatrical dance work, by Aida
l^mirkhanian,
Elizabeth

PRIZE

The ANUTECH Prize is sponsored by ANUTECH, the ANU's marketing arm. The ANUReporter will publish this year selected
entries in the Prize competition. The winning story will receive a Macintosh Classic II and word processing software to the value
of $3000. The closing date for the competition is Wednesday 30 June 1993. Only stories printed in Reporter will be on the
short-list. Manuscripts will not be returned. Stories should not have been published previously. Length: approximately 1700
words. Stories are sent to the judges anonymously. The stories we print will not carry the names of the authors because of the
judges' request for anonymity. ThenamesofaUthepublishedauthorswiU be listed when the ultimate winner is announce
on 8 December 1993.

gums, and the weight between her
legs was the memory.
The Policemen came back at
midday, this time with a Policewoman, a pretty blonde Policewoman who asked her the same
questions again, and sympathised,
and said try to remember, anything,
don'tyouremember anything, what
he looked like?
All she could recall was the
resiny smells of epoxy chemicals
and vegetables composting. And
the pain in her jaw, and in her
vagina.
No rapists were caught answering the description.
She took time off from work.
She took time off.
When she returned to her job, it
was winter again. In the office they
noticed the change. She was no
longer the quiet little secretary they
had hired fresh from school a year
ago. When the mail clerk tried to
tease her she snapped back, surprising him with her aggression. It
thrilled her, like recognition of a
distant scent. She sat at her desk
and pressed her hands down on her
chair, so her shoulders and pectoral
muscles tensed.
On her way home she went shopping, and bought food. Smiling to
herself, she squeezed a fresh supermarket chicken until the blood
spurted from its plastic bag. She
laughed.
In the office they began to call
her the feral secretary.
The girls tried to stand by her.
They understood the problem with
a sympathy bom of television-violence. They were careful on girlsnights-out to make sure she went
home in a cab. One night she attacked a taxi driver who had asked
her out for coffee, slapping him
with a stinging hand. Her girlfriends
asked if he was good-looking.
Back at the office, a new man
joined the firm. A young man, fresh
from university. He affirmed her
independence, was careful with
gender-neutral language, did not

condescend to her. She feared for
herself. She hated him with a passion.
"Mary, could you type this report for me? I'd do it myself, but
you're so much quicker, and it will
give me time to do the reordering
plan." He smiled as he spoke, and
stood at the side of her desk, nonconfrontational.
She feared a trap. She sniffed
the breeze, but sensed no chemical
smells, no warnings. She took the
offered sheets of paper, and scoped
the work.
"OK," she said. "Forty-five minutes?"
"Beautiful," he said, and she
stiffened at the attack. "I mean,
thank you," he corrected. I meant
the work, he thought, the work. I
am genuinely thankful. Although
you are beautiful, and I'd say so if
you didn't look so ... carnivorous.
He turned away, and walked back
to his office.
She brooded over the work, finishing it neatly and cleanly, folding
it into a manila folder. It sat on her
desk, and she watched it, waiting
for him to reclaim it. He came back
in exactly one hour.
"Mary." He paused, measuring
the threshold of his anticipation,
then stepped over. "It's my mother's birthday tomorrow. I was planning to take her to dinner, to a
French restaurant in Victoria Street.
She'd like to meet you. She'd be
very pleased if you would join us."
She heard the dogs stir in their
kennel under the verandah. She
stiffened, ready for flight.
"Thank you," she said. "I'd love
to."
Dinner was fine. His mother was
fine, middle-aged, sophisticated.
She talked around the problem with
the firm sympathy of several children of her own. Mary had a lovely
time, hating him for it, resenting
his attention. He drove her home
after they had dropped his mother.
"Would you like to come up?"
she asked.

ARTS DIARY:
Cameron Dalman and Paige
Gordon. Limited season. 8pm.
Theatre 3, Ellery Cres, Acton.
Tickets $16, $10 (concessions).
Until 19 June. For bookings and
information Ph ARTBIZ:
2575022.
Friday 18 June
Three Little Operas. "La Serva
Padrona", Pergolesi; "Bastien
and Bastienne", Mozart; "The
Impresario", Mozart. Director:
Tony Turner. Designer: Brian
Sudding. Artistic Co-ordinator:
Jeanette Russell. Music Directors: Colin Forbes and Max
McBride. 7.30pm Llewellyn
Hall. Student musicians from the
CSM. $18, $15 (concessions),
$9 (child) from Canberra Theatre Centre and at the door. CSM.
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"It's late," he said. "I don't want
to keep you up. Work tomorrow."
Chickens in their broody-boxes
stirred uneasily, with chicken nightmares of flashing teeth and a rush
of fur.
"Just for a coffee," she said.
"Just for a moment, then. It's
been a lovely night, I really don't
want it to end."
She took him upstairs to her flat.
She made him coffee. On the preparation table in the kitchen she had a
set of three Stay-Sharp knives, one
small for vegetables, one middlesized for bread, and one with a long
curved blade for carving meat.
The dogs went quiet. She continued on, across the yard, to the
chickens' pen.
"I heard about your problem last
summer, Mary. I want you to know,
if there's anything I can do..." She
blinked, momentarily off-balance.
Then she remembered, and continued on, smoothly.
"Thanks. It's getting better. I'm
learning to adjust to new ways of
thinking. I don't trust anyone these
days."
"Neither do I, and that's without
a sexual assault. I mean, there's
just so much violence these days."
She smiled, sweetly. "More coffee? I've got some more on, in the
kitchen."

Mayan culture
inspires Touchstones
THE Canberra School of Art is hosting an exhibition of works by Scottish printmaker Elspeth Lamb.
Titled Touchstones, the exhibition is a selection of Ms Lamb's
works, drawing on her travels in
the United States, Europe, Central
America and particularly Mexico,
where she spent time studying
Mayan culture.
The exhibition is predominantly
lithographs and centres around 11

gold on black lithos reflecting the
black touchstones of alchemical
legend which were used to test the
purity of gold.
Ms Lamb is currently the Canberra School of Art' s Artist in Residence and has over 90 exhibitions
to her name including 10 International Print Biennales.
Touchstones at the Canberra
School of Art's Foyer Gallery, runs
until 19 June.

14 June - 27 June

The Institute of the Arts (ITA) at the A N U
comprises the Canberra School of Art (CSA),
the Canberra School of Music (CSM) and the
Australian Centre for the Arts and Technology (ACAT). Most entries in Arts Diary relate
to the three schools but any organisations or
individuals with an association with the University or the Schools are welcome to submit
information f o r publication. The deadline
for D i a r y e n t r i e s f o r t h e n e x t i s s u e is
5 p m o n M o n d a y 14June, a n d w i l l b e f o r
t h e p e r i o d 28 June t o 11 July i n c l u s i v e .
Further information please contact Clare
Bayada, ANU Reporter^ x 2 1 0 6.
Saturday 19 June
Three Little Operas and Champagne Supper. "La Serva
Padrona", Pergolesi; "Bastien

She took the cups out, placed
them in the sink. She drew out the
large knife, and admired its blade.
Sharp, like tooth and claw. In the
weight of the knife, she saw the
hens and chickens in their pen,
imagined the monochrome run
across the yard in the moonlight
and dust. Bursting through the inadequate wire she was in their midst,
into their soft warm feathers. She
imagined their odours of fear and
ammonia. Snapping jaws, the fatwarm flesh of a hen, running
through the night, head dangling,
feathers flying.
Remembering her own pain, she
sensed the chicken-fear in a sudden
flood, the run through the night
from the upside-down-perspective
of the chicken, disorienting, sickening. Her jaw ached, remembering, and her thighs where his hips
had pressed her into the damp grass.
She leaned against the refrigerator,
the cool white metal reassuring.
Her telephone rang.
"It's your mother, she wants to
know if you're OK," he called, and
she imagined him politely holding
the 'phone with his hand over the
mouthpiece. She put the knife away
and walked back into the room.
She talked briefly to her mother,
who was clearly pleased that a
young man was being entertained.
Mary said goodbye and sat down.
"No coffee?" he asked.
She looked at him. The dream.
The chickens asleep. The farmyard
in moonlight, quiet, except for the
sound of a watchdog padding along
the verandah, as quiet and reassuring as the sound of the wind in the
pine-needles. She began to cry.

and Bastienne", Mozart; "The Impresario", Mozart. Details as for
18 June. Operas only: $18, $15
(concessions), $9 (child). Operas

and champagne supper (must be
pre-booked): $28, $25 (concessions) from Canberra Theatre
Centre and at the door. CSM.
Carillon Recital - Suzanne
Magassy. 2.45 - 3.30pm. Aspen
Island. CSM.
Sunday 20 June
Carillon Recital - Suzanne
Magassy. 2.45 - 3.30pm. Aspen
Island. CSM.
CSM semester break 21 June 18 July.
Wednesday 23 June
Carillon Recital - Suzanne
Magassy. 12.45pm - 1.30pm.
Aspen Island. CSM.
Thursday 24 June
Foyer Gallery. CSA Mid-Year

Graduating Student Exhibition.
Featuring work by final year students from a variety of the
Schools' workshops. Until 3 July.
CSA.
Saturday 26 June
Carillon Recital - Joan Chia.
2.45 - 3.30pm. Aspen Island.
CSM.
Sunday 27 June
Carillon Recital - Joan Chia.
2.45 - 3.30pm. Aspen Island.
CSM.
Graduate Series - Fiona
Macdonald, piano. Works by
Beethoven, Granados, Liszt
and Dubussy. Admission: $6
and $4 ( c o n c e s s i o n s and
Friends) at the door. C S M . ^

Books and Aits

Pragmatic diplomacy and
the politics of the blind eye
BY T H O M A S

MAUTNER*

THE Swedish government was very
tactful about the fate of Raoul
Wallenberg.
"Do not make waves", said
Kollontai, the Soviet ambassador
to Stockholm; and Soderblom, the
Swedish ambassador to Moscow
was very helpful in letting Stalin
and Vyshinski off the hook. But
then, a major trade agreement was
being negotiated. Wallenberg was
left to perish.
When Australian journalists
were murdered in cold blood, many
Australians were appalled and made
no secret of it. The government
expressed regret - not the Indonesian government over the crime,
but the Australian government over
the protests!
These are two illustrations of
the view that "principle must be
balanced by pragmatism", to use
the words of a former Australian
ambassadorto Djakarta, who urged
compliance and appeasement over
East Timor, and is currently an
honoured visitor at the A N U .
Again, the deplorable record of
the Rangoon junta (another political assassination of an opposition
politician, this time in South China,
which was reported in March this
year, did not prevent the Australian
ambassador to Rangoon from
speaking in its favour at a Brisbane
symposium last December). Pragmatism (some vague prospect of
special trade favours) was allowed
to outbalance principle (concern
for basic human rights). As it happens, part of the audience walked
out in protest, and the British am-

Ethics and Foreign Policy
Ed. by Paul Keal Department oflntemational Relations A N U 1992 $24.95
bassador to Rangoon dissociated
himself from those pro-junta remarks.
Stances like these seem unprincipled. Are they even pragmatic?
East Timor and other troubling
cases of the relation between ethics
and foreign policy are discussed in
this recent collection of papers edited by Paul Keal. The papers were
originally delivered at a symposium (there is no indication when it
was held) organised by the Politics
Department at the Australian Defence Force Academy. It is the first
in a series to be published in cooperation between the Department
of International Relations in the
Research School of Pacific Studies
and Allen & Unwin.
In a chapter that I found particularly worthwhile, William Maley
( A D F A ) points out that ethical conduct at the very least involves consistency: like cases are to be treated
alike. He observes that in contrast to
loosely organised social movements,
pressure groups and political parties
are capable of acting consistently,
but it is unlikely that they will.
Factionalism, the need to gain influence or win votes, and much else,
makes them prey to the temptations
of opportunism. Accordingly, he
notes much inconsistency in the reactions, by government and opposition alike, to the invasions of East
Timor, Afghanistan and Kuwait.
Christine Chinkin (University of

Co-op
BOOKSHOP*

What costs $15 once only
^ d can save you 13% every
time you buy a book?
Co-op membership!

Join today for
benefits
Co-op Bookshop,
Concessions Area, ANU
Open 9-5 seven days
Ph: 249

6244/X3550

Sydney) also shows, in her contribution on recognition and non-recognition of East Timor and Cambodia, that our foreign pohcy record is
rather wobbly.
Maley's point is not really challenged in the volume, so let me try:
Arguably, the government's actions
were quite consistent. Some critics
would say it was consistently proAmerican or indeed consistently
"pragmatic". Similarly, certain leftists who, the complaint goes, strain
gnats (the Indonesian atrocities in
East Timor) but swallow camels (the
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan)
are quite consistent in their antiAmericanism. So it is not simply
inconsistency that makes a position
unethical, but inconsistency with an
ethnically acceptable principle.
In the introduction, Paul Keal
brings in the concept of "realism",
this curious label for the view that
foreign policy should be dictated
by self-interest.
It should be noted that there are
varieties of realism. Some "realists"
support a completely amoral approach, where national self-interest
justifies any means. This psychopathic amoralism may have its supporters, but if they are in their right
senses, they will of course not let on.
As for "realists" less extreme than
that, C A J Coady's (University of
Melboume) chapter on intervention
reminds us that "realists" or pragmatists who pretend to reject ethics
are fooling themselves. He observes
that in fact, they opt for a different,
and indeed inferior ethical standpoint. Coady thinks that intervention can be justified in some circumstances, but explains that the reluctance to intervene in the internal
affairs of a neighbouring family or a
neighbouring country can often be
reasonable, and grounded in the
value we put on autonomy and selfgovemance.
To me, this sounds too highminded. The main reason for staying out is that interference often
makes matters worse. If we keep
out of the disgraceful squabbling
of the family next door it is not
because we are filled with respect
for their self-governance, but because we want to stay out of trouble; we do not know enough about

the background; intervention may
aggravate the quarrel and there is
the risk that the parties will stop
fighting, form an alliance fast, and
turn on us. It is not out of respect for
the autonomy of the family unit, or
whatever, that police are particularly reluctant to deal with
"domestics".
John Uhr's ( A N U ) thought-provoking chapter deals more indirectly with decisions of foreign
policy. He asks what the principles
are that ought to govern the conduct of senior advisors to government, and proposes a principle of
administrative ethics in terms of
"responsibility to government for
good government". The Ponting
case, used as an illustration, raises
the question of what a senior public
servant should do when his Minister repeatedly gives misleading or
false statements in the Commons.
Uhr argues that the question is ultimately whether public servants are
servants of the public, or mere flunkeys of the minister of the day, as
the ethics of managerialism has it.
In this choice between two different sets of rules for bureaucrats,
Uhr opts for the former, and argues
that in Australia, far more than in
Britain, there is a growing acceptance that public servants have ethical obligations to protect the public, and not simply the government's, interests.
Like the ones mentioned, the
remaining chapters, some historical, by Andrew Linklater and David
Boucher; some analysing recent
foreign policy issues, by Douglas
Porter, Luke Hardy, Lorraine Elliott
and Stewart Firth, are also covered
in a lucid overview by Philip Pettit.
Since this book promises to be
the first in a series, some remarks
on editorial matters may be useful.
A fussy reader will be amused at
some details, like the variant spellings of the name of the 19th century
German nationalist historian
Treitschke, and will be intrigued
when reading the concluding overview which comments on the chapter by Professor Goodin: there is no
such chapter. These are minor slips
only. But it would definitely help
to have an index. On the whole, the
editing is well done and the book
does credit to the editor, his helpers, and the contributors.
* Dr Mautner is a Senior lecturer
in the Department of Philosophy,
Faculty of Arts.

CSM's Symphony for Fujitsu
LINKS between the A N U and the
computer company Fujitsu were
strengthened recently when David
Pereira, Senior Lecturer in Cello at
the CSM and an ensemble of 30
musicians played at the company
Summit.

leading Australian musician, Mr
Pereira was selected to speak on his
philosophy for success and to demonstrate his talent by playing Peter
Sculthorpe's Threnody, composed
in memory of conductor Stuart
Challender.

The company chooses a winner
in their particular field for each
Summit whether it be sport,
mountaineering or medicine as a
model of success through skill and
dedication.

Mr Bill Leakey, General Manager, Retail Systems Division, reminded the delegates of the Joint
Research Project at the A N U Computer Science Centre and expressed
his pleasure that the A N U , through
the CSM, was represented at the
Summit.

This year, the theme chosen was
the "Symphony of Success". A

ARTS C O M M E N T
BY SASHA GRISHIN
BY all account the exhibition. Ten
years of acquisitions: A selection
from the ANU Collection, has been
a tremendous success and is attracting favourable comment and a
new and expanded audience.
There have been some suggestions made to tour the exhibition
nationally and even internationally.
I feel that these are very positive
developments. For too long the
A N U has existed within a quiet
academic environment, knowing
that it is indeed one of the great
centres of learning, a fact acknowledged internationally by the
cognoscenti.
Unfortunately, what is self-evident to us and the academic community, remains a mystery to our political and economic masters. There is
a need for the aggressive marketing
of our excellence so that it will be
clear, even to the least enlightened
economic rationalists.
The A N U art collection is one of
our areas of excellence and we should
promote it to the fullest extent. The
present exhibition as it stands, unfortunately divides into two separate sections which are hung separately. In the main hall there is white
Australian art, while in the smaller
A N U space. Aboriginal art.
This latter display has some
fabulous work, including Pansy
Napangati's "Uphill dreaming
sites"; a strong Rover Thomas'
"Ngila Country: Canning Stock
Route, W A " ; dot-paintings by
Johnny Tjupurrula, Jackie Gibson
and Kampa Tjampitjimpa and a
significant selection of the work by
Aboriginal printmakers including
Bunduk Marika, Bede Tungatalum,
David Malangi, Fiona Foley,
Raymond Meeks, Johnny Bulnbuln
and Sally Morgan.
The two exhibitions need to be
catalogued and presented together
and toured to art institutions nationally. It is only by initiating the
rest of the community into some of
the strengths of the University, that
its excellence will become selfevident to many.
The Ten Years of Acquisitions
exhibition continues at the A N U
Drill Hall Gallery until 13 June 1993.

Art purchase
THE A N U Collection has purchased
a new oil on canvas by Braidwood
artist, Ms Helen Geier, a teacher at
the Canberra School of Art.
Titled Walking Backward, the
painting is from a series of works
by Ms Geier called Perspective
which is on exhibition at the Ben
Grady Gallery in Kingston.
The A N U Collection's Art Curator, Mrs Joanna Owens, said the
artist's works show a nice balance
and composition: "Ms Geier is beginning to emerge as an artist who
demands serious consideration,"
she said.
The purchased painting, to be
placed in a public area of the ANU,
is of an ordinary pathway enclosed
by trees in a dark field of colour
with gridlines defined in white.
" I felt it was the most appropriate of the series for a university
collection, especially as it will be
placed in a working environment,"
Ms Owens said.
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ACADEMIC DIARY: I 4 June - 27 June

Diary entries for the
next issue close at 5pm
on Monday 14June, and
will be for the period
28 June to 11 July inclusive. Please assist by
submitting ALL diary
entries on the forms
available from University Public Relations.
Forms detailing academic diary cutoffs and
classified deadlines for
1993 are available from
Public Relations or by
phoning x2106.
Tuesday 15 June
Division of Pacific and
Asian History, Research
School of Pacific Studies,
Sem. P r o f e s s o r G a v a n
McCormack, "The politics
and history of the Japanese
identity". 2pm. Sem Rm E,
Coombs Bldg.
Demography,
Research
School of Social Sciences,
Sem. Dr Lincoln Day, "Recent fertility trends in industrialised countries - the end
of the decline?". 3,30pm.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Wednesday 16 June
Political Science Program,
Research School of Social
Sciences, Sem. Dr Deborah
Mitchell, "Redefining the role
of the welfare state: Politics
versus performance in the
OECD". 3.30pm. Sem Rm D,
Coombs Bldg.
Thursday 17 June
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, Sem. M

L:'

Common, "A cost effective environmentally adjusted economic performance indicator".
12.30pm. Sem Rm, 5th Floor,
Hancock Bldg.
Department of Systems Engineering, Research School
of Physical Sciences and Engineering, Sem. Dr Ian Furzer,
"Three phase distillation models". 2 - 3pm. Sem Rm, Link
Bldg, RSPhysSE.
John Curtin School of Medical Research, Sem. Dr Wilf
Armarego, "Glyceryl ether
monoxygenase: a microsomal
membrane-bound enzyme".
4pm. Florey Lecture Theatre,
JCSMR.
Division of Philosophy and
Law, Research School of Social Sciences, Sem. Geoff
Sayre-McCord, "Why Hume's
general point of view isn't ideal
- and shouldn't be". 4pm. Sem
Rm E, Coombs Bldg.
Friday 18 June
Centre for Educational Development and Academic
Methods, Announcement. A
workshop on applying for small
ARC/Faculties Research Funds
Grants. 9am - 1.30pm.
CEDAM Sem Rm.
Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, Faculty of Arts, Sem. Dr Will
Sanders, "Indigenous Australians and social policy: Rethinking the fundamentals". 12noon.
Sem Rm G12, A D Hope Bldg.
Economics, Research School
of Social Sciences, Sem. Raja
Junankar, "Do the long term

Japanese Rice
-Continued from Page 1

sovereign autonomy in the international arena, thus blocking a constructive leadership role."
Despite its obvious power and
deep roots into Japanese state and
society, the paper claims that a combination of demographic and economic trends, which are already
beginning to emerge, will make
this regime unsustainable in the
long term. These are: a shrinking
and ageing farm population; declining rice consumption and production; a widening productivity
gap between the agricultural and
manufacturing sectors; increasing
awareness amongst consumers of
food; price differences between
Japan and other countries and in-
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unemployed ever find work?"
2pm. Sem Rm D, Coombs
Bldg.
Monday 21 June
Urban Research Program,
Research School of Social
Sciences, Sem. Raja Junankar,
David
Pope,
Cezary
Kapuscinski, Bill Mudd, "Immigrants and housing". 1 lam.
Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Australian Senate, Sem. Professor Brian de Garis, "How
popular was the popular federation movement?". 12.15 1.15pm. The Main Committee
Rm, Parliament House.
Australia-Japan Research
Centre, Sem. Jong-Soon Kang,
"Effects of domestic demand
on trade in the Korean steel
industry". 12.30 - 2pm. Sem
Rm 2, Crawford Bldg.
Ecosystem Dynamics, Research School of Biological
Sciences, Sem. Damian
Barrett, "Variation in canopy
transpiration across eucalypt/
rainforest boundaries". 12.301.30pm. Bioinformatics Sem
Rm, RSBS.
Tuesday 22 June
Demography,
Research
School of Social Sciences,
Sem. Professor Gavin Jones,
Professor Geoffrey McNicoll
and Dr David Lucas, "Demography at the millenium: What
should demographers be doing
in the year 2000?". 3.30pm.
Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Humanities Research Centre,
Sem. Professor Brian Massiimi,

"The screen apparatus &
posthuman sovereignty". 4pm.
HRC Reading Rm, Top floor,
A D Hope Bldg.
Wednesday 23 June
Green Political Theory, A
Reshaping Australian Institutions Workshop. Professor
Bob Goodin, "Accounting for
green values". Professor John
Dryzek, "Green democracy".
Dr Richard Sylvan, "Problems
in deep green social theory".
9.30am- 12.30pm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
Physical & Theoretical
Chemistry, Research School
of Chemistry, Sem. Mr
Graham Lindsell, "The structure of low dimensional materials: Ammonia doping in
graphite alkali and fullerene
alkali intercalates". 1 lam. Rm
134, RSC.
Australia-Japan Research
Centre, Sem. Professor
Mitsuaki Okabe, "Transmission channels of monetary
policy in Japan: a perspective".
12.30 - 2pm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
Political Science Program,
Research School of Social
Sciences, Sem. Professor Barry
Hindess, " T h e Greeks had a
word for it': on the idea that
politics is an invention of classical antiquity". 3.30pm. Sem
Rm D, Coombs Bldg.

Thursday 24 June
National Centre for Epidemiology and Population

creasing Government unwillingness to tolerate the escalating costs
of the protection.
"In the face of these trends, it
appears that the handwriting is on
the wall, so to speak; that Japan's
peculiar rice-centred agricultural
regime eventually will collapse
under the weight of its own contradictions," the paper says.

completed by early 1995.
Peace Through Chemistry contains an analysis of the treaty, and
examines the debates and challenges that arose in the long negotiation process. The publication also
surveys the major challenges that
now confront its successful implementation, as well as providing the
entire text of the 170-page treaty.

Peace
publication

"It's the longest disarmament
agreement there is, by far. In fact, I
think it's longer than all the other
international arms control agreements put together," Mr Findlay
said.
The treaty has been under international discussion for over 20
years, and was only finalised in
January this year. Mr Findlay believes that his analysis is probably
the first: "I haven't seen any others,
and it's probably the first one with
the actual treaty attached to it," he
said.
In the publication, Mr Findlay
points to the crucial role played by
Australia in bringing the negotiations to a conclusion: "I said in the
book that the CWC is something of
a triumph of Australian diplomacy.
I say 'something' only because, of
course, many other countries contributed to this negotiation, but
Australia can claim a large share of
the credit," he explained.
Senator Evans agrees, likening
the Australian role in the CWC
negotiations to our involvement in
the Cambodian peace settlement,
both of which are, he said, "examples of the kind of role a middle

-Continued from Page I

vide for adequate verification of its
ban on chemical weapons. The
treaty currently has 144 signatories
who are in the process of ratification, which must occur before the
treaty can come into force. Senator
Evans said he expects this to be
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Health, Sem. Dr Peter Harris,
Dr Lin Arias, Dr Nigel Stocks,
"TAG and GPEP: Fostering
general practice research".
12.30pm. NCEPH Sem Rm,
Cnr Mills & Eggleston Rds.
Centre for Mathematical
Analysis & Department of
Mathematics, School of
Mathematical
Sciences,
Colloquim. Professor Laslo
Babai, "Transparent proofs
and discrete optimisation".
4pm. New Crisp Lecture
Theatre 4.
John Curtin School of
Medical Research, Sem. Dr
Rex Simmons, "Pathology of
the blood-brain barrier".
4pm. Florey Lecture Theatre, JCSMR.
Research School of Chemistry, Public Lecture. Professor
A Pines, "Some magnetic moments". 8pm. RSC Lecture
Theatre.
Friday 25 June
Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, Faculty of Arts, Sem. Dr Anne
Daly and Ms Anne Hawke,
"Work and welfare for indigenous Australians". 12noon.
Sem Rm G12, A D Hope Bldg.

Visitors
Professor John D'Emilio.
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. Visiting Fellow,
HRC until 18 August 1993.
Main interests: US History Sexuality. Ph 2493438.

power like Australia can play in
helping to identify creative solutions to seemingly intractable problems."
Senator Evans attributed the
success of the Australian involvement in negotiations to the strong
"team effort" of the Federal Government, technical experts, representatives from the chemical industry and academics.
Mr Findlay is in a perfect position to analyse the CWC, having
been part of that team. He was a
member of the Australian delegation to the 1992 Geneva Conference on Disarmament, ^hxchPeace
Through Chemistry identifies as a
crucial point in the negotiation process and in Australian involvement.
Mr Findlay said that his publication was a tribute to the "hard
work and long hours" put into the
process by Australian negotiators.
The launch was attended by many
from the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade who were part of
the process.
After seven years at the Peace
Research Centre, Mr Findlay left
the country on Sunday to begin a
two-year term at the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute.

A Green ANU
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cling services available in Canberra
is being distributed throughout the
campus.
The range of materials currently
collected for recycling extends far

Awards
Details of the following scholarships and awards may be
obtained from Careers and
Appointments Service located on the lower ground
floor of the Chancelry Annex, extension 3593.
Sir Robert Menzies Memorial Scholarship. Offers to
Australian postgraduate students in Engineering, Law and
Medicine, tenable in the UK.
Closing date 31/8/93.
Masters in Energy and Environmental Economics Scholarships. Tenable at Scuola
Superiore Enrico Mattai, in
Italy, in 1993-94. Italian language instruction included.
Closing date 31/8/93.
National Health and Medical R e s e a r c h Council
Scholarships. Medical and
Dental p o s t g r a d u a t e research scholarships - for
higher degree study by medical or dental graduates who
hold a qualification that is
registerable for practice in
Australia. Applicants must be
Australian citizens or permanent residents. Closing date 30/
6/93.
For details of NH&MRC
Scholarships contact Graduate
Students Section, located on
the ground floor of the
Chancelry Annexe, extension
2225.

J

beyond paper and newsprint. Everything from photocopier cartridges
and aluminium cans to heavy metals and solvents is collected and
despatched. The Institute of the Arts
even makes its own paper from
good quality scrap.
According to EAC member Dr
John Dargavel, the current stance
reflects the University's policy of
devolvement of planning, as well
as the doubtful effectiveness of
enforcing policy from above.
"The push will have to come
from the members of the University. There's no point setting up
bins all over the place if no-one's
going to put anything in them," Dr
Dargavel said. "It's got to happen
as a groundswell of opinion."
This view is echoed by Kath
Cummins, Students' Association
(S A) President and member of the
Green Alliance "If there was a
policy directive that went through
the EAC, through Buildings and
Grounds and through the ViceChancellor to Council, that all areas of the university adopt a policy
of recycling, it would be a lot easier.
Then again, with policies that are
put from above like that, it depends
what the enforcement is," Ms
Cummins said.
The SA is in favour of some
degree of campus-wide planning.
"Our policy is very much that we'd
like to see recycled paper introduced across the campus as a compulsory directive," Ms Cummins
said, adding that, "it actually doesn't
cost an awful lot to have recycling

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale
ABORIGINAL bark paintings
from Amhem Land. Desert canvases, carvings, didgeridoos etc.
Authentic traditional pieces,
some old. Ph 2953694.
AMPLIFIER, Marantz 1040
20w/channel $50. Stereo radio/
cassette Aiwa $50. Pine mirror
and stand $40. All in vgc. Ph
2853769.
AMPLIFIER, NAD 3325PE
25W, 85W dynam. pow. $250.
Tuner Yamaha, TX-340 $160;
Epson printer, $280. Ph Zoran
2532305.
CANE CHAIRS (2) natural,
complete with white & fawn
broad stripe seat cushions. As
new. $195 pair. Ph Po 2823576.
CHAIN saws 3 x Stihl 48cc vgc,
best offer above $450 each. Dept
of Forestry. Geoff Mitchell
2494673(bh).
DOUBLE bunk bed, moulded
lacquered pine $ 120, child' s high
chair $10, child's car seat $10
ono. Ph 2583182/2513212.
DUFFLE coat, maroon, hardly
worn size 34. $60. Ph Denise
2494284(w)/2275725(h).
ELECTRIC guitar (CIMAR),
exc cond, $295ono. Ph Simon
2275748(h)/2492137(w).
FURNITURE all very new,
lounge suite $600, dining suite
$420, dining set $170, beds, cot,
etc. Ph Mayumi 2532305.
GOLF clubs. MacGregor
Muirfield 20th irons, 2-PW. Dynamic Gold R-400 shafts $450.
Ph 2825332(h).
HEATER, Vulcan oil-filled column, 2400 watt, thermostat, exc
cond, 12 mths manufacturer's
guarantee $175. Ph 2476514.
HELMET, Bell 'Image', size
M-L, white, immaculate - only 3
mths use, (new price $79),
$45ono. Ph 2512290/2863957.
HOUSEHOLD goods, fridge,
freezer, gas BBQ, pot plants Ig
and small, child's desk, IBM
typewriter, trailer and more. Ph
2490527/2515537(h).
LOUNGE comer (seats 7) fabric, vgc, $250ono. Bedroom suite.
As base, 2 drawers, dressing table, $100ono. Ph Helen
2494395(w)/2383369(h).
MINOLTA X-300 SLR camera, 35-70mm zoom lens. Sharp
dual cassette player, Elna lotus
sewing machine, exercise bike.
Ph 2532484.

MOVING O/S, Camcorder,
VCR, TV, Computer 286AT,
Washing machine, lady's bike,
kitchen and household goods,
g ' s a l e Saturday 12/6. Ph
2516972(h)/2492405(w).
NINTENDO Entertainment
System plus Zapper, Pro-control
pad, game genie and 10 games.
Super buy for $550. Could sell
separately. Ph 2418492(ah).
PANASONIC m/wave oven
never used $340, fold-up bikes
$50each, double sink $40, baby
walker $30, lounge $200, beds
neg. Ph 2493550/2812495(ah).
PUPPIES border collie need responsible loving homes. One
male, one female available now,
6 weeks old. Wormed, vaccinated, weaned. Ph 2495606/
2413460(ah).
RADIO/cassette $40, toaster
$10, TV adaptor $10, hair dryer
Ronson 1 OOOw styling dryer $15.
Ph 2577921 between 8.30pm9.30pm.
ROUND table and chairs $215.
Octagonal fish tank $75. Lounge
chairs $60 each. Baby Jogger
$250. Ph 2473096.
RUGS Moroccan berber 2x2.5m
$800, Egyptian kelim 2.5x2.9m
$700, Curtain, red, lined, pelmet, track for window 1.4x0.9m
$300. Ph 2489396.
SKI downhill - Lynosher, $400.
Ski pants, size 10,$100.Rordicks
ski boots size 3, $ 100 & $ 150. Ph
2497649(ah).
SKI poles, Volkl competition
190cm. Marker 38 bindings, 2
years old, exc cond, $350ono.
Ring
Di
2571964(w)/
2549121(h).
SOFA bed suite, 3 piece, $145;
double bed with innerspring mattress, $200; old-fashioned lamp
shade, $35. Ph Alan 2495104(w)/
2822193(h).
STOVE Metters, oven/hot
plates/grill $50. Shallow desk $5.
Poolside lounge chair (3), padded blue and white stripes, adj
reclining $ 120. Double hung timber windows asst'd. Ph Po
2823576.
TEENAGER'S bedroom suite.
Bed base with 3-drawers, student desk and chest of drawers,
both with hutches. Cream and
fawn. $500. Exc cond. Ph
2493634/2275741 (ah).
TENNIS racquet Pro Kennex
Copper Ace as new $65ono. Set
lady's golf clubs, bag, balls and
shoes $145ono. Ph 2490463(w).

bins there and to have someone
come in once every couple of weeks
and collect the contents - it's dead
easy."
The kind of model envisaged by
the Green Alliance may be found,
perhaps not surprisingly, at the
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies (CRES).
The two floors of the Hancock
Building occupied by CRES are
dotted with paper recycling bins,
rosters and encouraging posters.
The roster format, which has
been in place for a year, rotates the
onerous responsibility of wheeling
the recycling bins outside for collection once a week. According to
Dr Fereidoun Ghassemi, who oversees the scheme at CRES, the system has been very successful, even
if participation is not yet up to 100
per cent.
"It takes time, this sort of change
of attitude, even at C R E S , " Dr
Ghassemi said.

Classified advertisements in ANU Reporter are now
only free for undergraduate students of the University. Staff, members of Convocation and postgraduate students will be charged the small fee of
$5 for a 20-word advertisement. To lodge their free
advertisement, undergraduate students need to
provide their student number. All advertisements
must be accompanied by the name and contact
number ofthelodger (not for publication). Copy

phone
should

be typed or printed legibly, and delivered to the
University Public Affairs Division office, 28 Balmain
Crescent, marked "Advertisement" on the envelope, or placed in the Advertisements box next to
the main entrance. No advertisements will be taken
over the telephone. The closing date for advertisements for the next issue is Monday 14 June 1993.
Inquiries x2106.
UGG boots, size 6-7, $50, lady's
long boots, brown, size 6.5B $ 10,
lady's stole, pink & gold, new,
$15. Ph 2861947(h).
WASHING machine, under
warranty. Hoover, $400. Printer
Epson and Mac conn cable, $280,
cot and mattress, unused $170.
Ph 2532305.

Computers
IBM compatible PC, 8MHz,
20MbHD, 360KFDD, 640K
RAM. Suit student for word
processing. $300. Ph Kathie
2492604(w)/2956474(h).
PC XT 640K, EGA monitor,
30Mb hard disk, lx360k floppy,
mouse, surge protector and software. $600ono. Ph Tuan
2495620(w).

Motor Vehicles
1976 Volvo 244D1,4 cyl manual
sedan, exc engine, fuel injected,
4 new tyres, air cond, radio/cass,
tuned-up. $2000. Ph 2794207/
2674979.
CORTINA TE 4GL man, s/w,
careful 2nd owner, A1 motor
excellent int/ext, r/rack, new
tyres & exhaust and good tyres.
10/93 rego. $1600 only. Ph
2674625.
DATSUN 200B, 1978, auto,
ACT rego 7/93. Reliable, gd interior. $1700ono. Ph 2413806.
DATSUN Sunny 1979. Economical and reliable. $1400. Ph
2574293.
FORD Cortina TE sedan, 21tr,

Like his colleague Dr Dargavel,
he sees recycling on campus as a
question of encouragement, not
enforcement of policy. That encouragement should begin, he says,
with providing new students with
recycling information in Orientation Week.
If the experience of C R E S is
anything to go by, then the individual approach to recycling can
work well within a large organisation like the ANU. As Ms Cummins
says: "It's a question of willingness - all the mechanisms are there."

Human
populations
-Continued from Page 7

It has been estimated - on admittedly very shaky data - that
between 1600 and 1900, humans
eliminated 75 species of mammals
and birds, at a rate of one species
every four years. Between 1900

auto, large 1979, gd cond,
174,000km, tow bar, $2000ono,
carpet vgc $90ono. Ph 2591891.
FORD Laser Ghia, 1985, auto,
5-door hatch. Exc cond. Avail
June 30. $8500ono. Ph 2490527/
2515537(h).
GEMINI TX SL sedan 1.6h
1975, rego Jan 1994, drives well,
radio cassette, $1500. Ph
2474970.
HOLDEN 1985 stn wgn, rego
10/93, $4950. Radio/cassetterecorder $60. 2 child car seats
$40. Everything used 7 mths. Ph
2825271.
HONDA Civic 2dr hatch back,
white, 2 new tyres, good body,
engine needs work, quoted $ 160,
going 0 / S any offers. Ph
2674639.
HONDA Civic auto, long rego,
mech reliable, runs well, rad cas,
vgc $2690ono. Ph 2754455(w)/
2581687(h).
MAZDA 808 sedan 1974, rego
Oct 1993, $1250. Ph 2861884.
SUZUKI GSX2501980, v good
cond, new tyre, good battery,
new alternator, looks good, 7
mths rego, $1600ono. Ph
2548592(ah)/2492676(w).
TOYOTA Corona, 1985, white,
sedan, manual, t-bar, electronic
fuel control, cassette, $6300ono
urgent sale. Ph 2494544(bh)/
2531309(ah).
VOLVO 164 sedan runs well
good for parts, $900ono. Ph
2474970.

Accommodation
Wanted

and 1975, another 75 species disappeared, at a rate of one species
per year. With an estimated 4,000
mammal and 8,600 bird species
sharing the globe with humans, a
rate of extinction of one species per
year may seem minor.
This perspective is not adequate,
though, to address the question of
how population numbers of different species compare. Today the
question is avoided with the excuse
of "inadequate data" and "lack of
comparative historical information". This is a sad commentary on
human research efforts.
Certainly the six-year-old m that
classroom in 2020 will have no trouble figuring out that the growth of
human population was balanced by
the decline of a myriad of other
populations. She won't even need
the graphs to convince her. Those
exciting pictures of long gone mammalian kith will tell her what she's
lost.

HOUSESITTER mature, responsible, tidy, quiet female postgraduate student avail June to Sept inc.
Non-smoker, animal lover. No fee
charged. Ph 2866442(ah).
VISITING academic with family to rent a fully furnished house
for 12mths from September 1993.
Ph Dr Svensson 2688679(w)/
2488537(h).

Accommodation
Available
AINSLIE woman to share drug
& alcohol free house. Rent fixed
at 25% of income but never over
$75 pw. Ph 2478216.
ARANDA 3brm, ensuite home.
Open fire and oil heating. Single
garage/carport. Dishwasher. Avail
1 July. Ph 2573200.
ARANDA sunny 2 bdrm
townhouse with courtyard. Very
close to shops, bus stop, near
ANU, U of C, Civic, Belconnen.
Avail now. Ph 2511945(ah).
CAMPBELL 2 rooms for $90, 1
person only. Big house, very pleasant. Must be non-smoker, environmentally aware and meditation compatible. No pets. Avail
17/6/93. Ph 2471850(h).
CURTIN person to share 3 bedroom home. $70pw + exp. Ph
Caroline
2398800(bh)/
2821549(ah).
DEAKIN 3brm house, fully furnished, elec heating, garage + carport, close to amenities, avail now
for 6mths. $240pw. Ph 2811629.
DEPOT Beach new cottage sleeps 6 - avail through winter
$100 per weekend or $300 per
week. Ph Margaret (02) 9602244.
GIRALANG 3bdrm, unfurn
house avail for rent from mid June.
Quiet street, lovely yard, close to
shops, transport. Ph Steve
2413636(ah).
GRIFFITH 1 non-smoker to
share comfortable 3bdrm house
close to Manuka shops $80pw. Ph
2951971.
GUNNING, person to share large,
tastefully furnished, country style
home with owner $85pw. Ph Gill
2492231 or Chelerie (048)
451479.
KALEEN non-smoker to share
spacious, appealing 3 bedroom, 2
bathroom home with one other.
$85pw + expenses. Ph Ross
2494622(w)/2420340(h).
LYNEH AM north, 3bdrm house,
avail end June to end Nov, fur-

Engineering
Scholarships

nished, spacious, ambience. Ph
2573061/295440 l(bh).
MALUA Bay, delightful 2brm,
furnished cottage, peaceful beach
view, avail medium or long let,
$130pw. Ideal for writer, reflective scholar. Ph (044) 717884.
MAWSON spacious 2brm unit
with birs, fridge, w/machine,
dryer, carport, storage, avail end
June, $160. Ph 2814467.
O'CONNOR second person to
share 3bdrm house, large garden, open fireplace, $100pw. Ph
Ian 2421744/2485424(ah).
PALMERSTON 3bdrm part
furnished house, gas heat/cook.
15 min to ANU. Avail Sept/Oct
1993. Mature couple preferred.
$180pw. Ph 2420207(ah).
ROOMS avail at comfortable
house in Braddon for independent but communal minded people. To share with postgraduate
student. $250/m (equiv $62/wk).
Expenses shared and bond payable. Ph Kathryn 2473546.
SC 1 bedroom flat avail Reid.
Furnished white goods only.
Small car space. Rent $130pw.
Long lease required. Ph
2479279(ah).
SUNNY room avail in country
cottage on 4000 acres. 30 min to
ANU. From early June. $50pw.
Ph
Paul
2723212(w)/
2382409(h).
TURNER large 2brm 1/2 house,
nicely f/fumished, incl d/wash,
dryer, w/mach, fridge. Nice area
opp park, 8 min walk from ANU.
Avail approx early Jul 93.
$215pw. Ph 2585437(h).
TURNER one room in 3bdrm
flat avail, from July close to uni,
fully furnished, balcony $80pw.
Ph 249375 l(w)/2573518(h).
TURNER sunny 2brm (both
large double) f/fumish 1/2 house,
inc m/wave. Lovely area, 8 min
walk from ANU. Avail approx 3
July 1993. $205pw. Ph
2585437(h).
WELL furnished room with balcony, share facilities with retired
woman in town-house. Cook,
$70pw. Quiet graduate preferred.
Ph 2511604.

Secretarial
WORDPROCESSING $ 15 per
hour 90 -95 wpm typing speed.
Availability 7 days, 10% discount for students. Ph Sandra
2812441.

ANU Weekly Diary

students from the A N U ' s
Engineering Program recently received the 1993 Engineering Scholarships worth a total of $6,700.
TWELVE

T h e W o m e n in Engineering
Scholarships, valued at $2,200 and
p r o v i d e d by A N U T E C H a n d
Telecom, went to Ms Angel Upward, Ms Eleanor Caffin and Ms
Alison Hume.
The other recipients were Ms
Caroline Taylor, Mr David
Cormack, Mr John Gerula, Mr Ian
Boreham, Mr Gordon Sutton, Mr
Bernard Rolfe, Mr Chris Thorpe,
Mr Craig Johnson, Mr Paul Singh
Balgir and Mr A m e l Lukban.
The Engineering Scholarships
are also supported by Rockwell,
B H P Steel Sheet and Coil Products Division, and Blohm and Voss.

For information about our
wide range of interesting
activities, ring our recorded
message,
up-dated each Thursday.
Phone: (06) 249 0742

Drill Hall Gallery
Changing exhibitions
from the ANU
Kingsley Street, Acton
Open Wed-Sun,

12-5pm

Hire a Student
All types of casual and part-time work
wanted, e.g.:
I GARDENING I CLEANING I
I TUTORING I
PARTY HELP I ETC
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates
ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
249 3674
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Ad Finitum

Hasten slowly on Aboriginal tourism: Altman
BY PETER

O'CONNOR

PoLiCY-makers and Aboriginal
groups must take a go-slow approach to Aboriginal involvement
in tourism if negative environmental, social and cultural impacts are
to be minimised, according to ANU
academic Dr Jon Altman.
Dr Altman's warning is directed
towards the National Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Tourism
Strategy (NATSITS), a joint initiative of ATSIC and the Department
of Tourism, released in 1992.
In a discussion paper released
by the ANU's Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, Dr
Altman warns that NATSITS will
need to be policy-realistic.
"An important element of such
realism, as demonstrated by the
Northern Territory experience, is
that the varied options for Aboriginal industry participation will need
to be carefully considered, rigorously evaluated and slowly nurtured; tourism will not provide an

In Brief
ANU offers
Parliamentary
internships
The ANU and the Commonwealth
Parliament have set up an internship program to give political science and public policy students
practical work experience.
The University signed an agreement last week with the President
of the Senate, Senator Kerry Sibraa
and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, Mr Stephen Martin, to set up an Australian National
Internship Program. It will start in
second semester this year.
The Program is open to students
from all Australian and approved
overseas universities. Students
would come to the ANU to undertake, for academic credit, course
units which will include working
with a Member of Parliament, a
Parliamentary Committee or officer, on a mutually agreed research
project of public interest.
ANU Vice-Chancellor, Professot Laurie Nichol, said the ANU
had negotiated with a consortium
of 12 leading universities in northem USA, called the Committee on
Institutional Co-operation (CIC).
Michigan State University has been
appointed the lead institution at the
American end.
Announcing details of the Program, the ANU's Dean of the Faculty of Arts, Dr Richard Campbell,
ANUReporter

instant panacea for Aboriginal economic disadvantage.
"Such a gradual approach might
prove politically unpopular, both
with Aboriginal interests and
policy-makers, but it is essential if
sustainable Aboriginal involvement in tourism is to occur.
The paper says that the size and
expected growth of the tourism industry, combined with the pressure
to find employment niches for Aboriginal people under the Aboriginal
Employment Development Policy,
has led to a policy impetus for Aboriginal involvement in tourism.
This policy push was realised in
the NATSITS strategy and seeks to
take advantage of a large, undeveloped potential for involvement in
tourism - a position which the discussion paper supports.
"Policy rhetoric that advocates
expanded Aboriginal participation
in tourism has intuitive appeal. As
the tourism industry is expanding,
and as Aboriginal cultures can be

marketed as a unique component of
the Australian experience, it is not
unreasonable for government policy
to seek to ensure a share of industry
returns for Aboriginal interests.
"However, the potential for a
rapid growth of Aboriginal participation in tourism is replete with
complications that require careful
consideration.'
The paper raises five policy areas which require careful consideration.
Firstly, is the need to clarify
Aboriginal perceptions and aspirations; a difficult task given the diversity of peoples, situations and
tourism proposals.
The paper says that: "It is essential that in each situation Aboriginal perceptions and aspirations
about specific proposals are carefully evaluated."
The second issue is the need for
a database, so that aims and objectives can be realistically assessed
against factual information.

There has been virtually no useful research done on either the demand or supply sides of the equation, the paper says.
On the demand side, there has
been little attempt to do market
research to segment the demand
into various categories.
Research on the supply side is
just as bad: "There is no accurate
database on Aboriginal tourism
options throughout Australia, nor
on the capacity of available options
to absorb large numbers of visitors,
especially during seasonal peaks."
"As with the demand side, there
has been limited market research to
segment the supply side into various forms of Aboriginal involvement in the industry."
Thirdly, the paper warns of unrealistic expectations of tourism
potential in some areas.
It says that in many situations,
particularly in remote regions, tourism seems the only hope for employment, which makes it a target
for government or other initiatives.

However, there is no guarantee
that such initiatives result in either
tourist demand or a marketable product.
"Policy realism suggests that in
the immediate future, a great deal
of Aboriginal involvement in tourism will occur in the sale of art and
crafts; it will be indirect, part-time
or occasional and will only supplement existing sources of income."
Clarifying the role of government is the fourth policy area identified by the paper. It suggests a key
function of government would be
to ensure that Aborigines are well
informed of the demands and impact of tourism.
In addition, it proposes that a
high quality educational and training service is available to ensure that
Aboriginal tours are prepared for
the exacting demands of tourists.
The final issue is authenticity
and how, given the diversity of Aboriginal societies, cultural elements
can be packaged for tourists without
undermining the culture itself.

said the internship places would be
filled competitively.
"To be eligible, students must
have a strong background in political science and public policy with at
least four points of Political Science
in their degree," Dr Campbell said.
The ANU has appointed Professor John Power as the Foundation
Director of the program, initially for
an 18 month period, to get it up and
running. Professor Power has been a
Professor of Political Science at the
University of Melbourne.

ers. Professor Donald Denoon, the
four day conference has attracted
funding and sponsorship as well as
strong Japanese and regional interest.
Professor
Denoon
says
'Japaneseness' as an historical and
contemporary phenomenon has
never been analysed in a regional
context.
The conference will focus on
the relationships between Japan and
Northeast Asia on the one hand and
the Pacific and South-East Asian
region on the other.
The cultural influences between
Japan and these two regions will be
considered over four key periods:
early human settlement of Japan;
the shift from an open to a closed
society after the 16th century; the
re-opening of Japan in the 19th century; and the dilemmas of identity as
the post-war years developed into
the intemationalisation of the 1980s.
Research leads developed will
be pursued during the 12 months
after the conference and participants will report to a follow-up
conference in Japan in 1994.
Further information can be obtained from Professor Denoon at
the ANU's Research School of
Pacific Studies.

Asia-Pacific
Cooperation

National
Anthem

A conference on international cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region will be held at the National
Convention Centre next month.
Economic and Security Co-operation in the Asia-Pacific: Agendas for the 1990s, will focus on
economic regimes like APEC.
The organisers say the conference will bring together leading
researchers from Asia, Europe, and
North America and is intended to
stimulate communication between
theorists and practitioners.
The three day conference will
run from 28 to 30 July and is being
organised by the ANU's Department of International Relations and
the East-West Centre, Hawaii.
For further information contact
David Sullivan, Department of International Relations, the Research
School of Pacific Studies, ANU,
Canberra 0200. Phone (06)2492274

THE ANU Council decided at its
May meeting that the National
Anthem would be included as part
of the University's graduation ceremony, to be played after the academic procession.
The resolution was placed on
the agenda after receipt of a letter
from the Shadow Minister for Social Security, Mr Phillip Ruddock,
putting forward the proposal.
In his letter, Mr Ruddock said
his attention had been drawn to the
issue by an ANU student who felt it
was a significant omission, not only
because it is the national university, but because it indicates a lack
of commitment to our nation.
Mr Ruddock said that 21 other
universities played the national
anthem at graduation ceremonies.
He said he would also write to the
Vice-Chancellors of each university that did not play it to ask them
to reconsider the matter.

Magnetic
Moments
PROFESSOR of Chemistry, Alexander Pines, from the University of
California will deliver this year's
A J Birch Lecture for the ANU's
Research School of Chemistry on
24 June.
Professor Pines' lecture, at 8pm
in the Research School of Chemistry Theatre, Daley Road, ANU, will
cover recent work at Berkeley, including new methods of sample
reorientation and correlation, and
superconducting detectors .
The lecture is free and members
of the public are welcome. Enquiries to the Research School of Chemistry on 249 3761.

Japanese
identity
AN international conference to examine Japanese identity in relation
to the Asia-Pacific region will be
held at the ANU in September.
According to one of the organis-
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Australia and
Latin America
Graham Maguire will
present the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and
Trade's report on Australiaand Latin
America at the ANU on 10 June.
Following Senator Maguire's
presentation, Mr Bill Patterson of
the Department of Foreign Affairs
will give the Government's response to the report.
A panel discussion titled Future
Outcomes and Action will follow,
chaired by Senator Baden Teague
and including the Colombian Ambassador and a representative from
Austrade.
The seminar is an ANU/
Magellan Society Seminar and will
be held in the ALG McDonald
Room, in the RG Menzies Building
of the ANU library.
SENATOR

Life Cycle
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